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standing in a long line of
fidgets
fourteen thousand and five hundred
of them
a procession of conglomerate
uniformity beginning as separates and
ending as signed sealed and stamped
attachments of an institution
having been pocketed in classes
by beady-eyed profs
who eye One not knowing if
One is
good, bad or indifferent
my feet ache
o god, how they ache
meanings float by
red jackets and new shoes
BUYTOTEMAGGIESAREFINKSJOINEVERYTHINGSIGNHERE
the big sell, baby
this is the big land
that so many get lost in
at least they'll know who i am with all these forms
o i swear i will not fill out another one
i hate having to number myself like an
i. b. m. machine
it's inhuman
that's what it is
i'm a non-entity, a number
and everybody keeps talking about
how nobody cares out here
jesus, i need a mother image
where in hell is Bu. 3236
i can't FIND it
okay, so where's the Buchanan extension
the whole thing's an extension!
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now look here professors, why do you have
to go to lunch just when i get to the front of the line?
lines, queues, horizontal gatherings
of people-persons and everyone eyeing
everyone else, furtively.

Ull
m

t
:«w<

BIBIX^IJLSIX)WNWITHTHEUBYSSEYJOINTHEFREELOVESOaETY
(wonder how much that one costs?) FROSH WATCH OUT
E.U.S.WANTED:ARIDEFROMTFJSITHANDBURRARDTKTBOOKSFORSALECHEAP
RETRMTANDLEARNISNTTHEWEATHERHORRIBLE? ? ? ? ?
i wonder what my a.m.s. pic looks like
ohmygawd, is that me or Gloria the Gorilla?

TO PHXMEHT OF TEES

JITY! REPORT HERE PROVIMI

hi

faces small and large perplexing out their courses
smiling at prospects and growling back at their
growling stomachs or
wondering where they hide the washrooms out here
excuse me, have you got a match?
and as i contemplate my swollen feet with the
face of a Buddha i realize a great and
profound fact that does weigh with great
preponderance
on my mind
it is
that in order to succeed one must only
stand in line and wait?
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president's message
Undergraduates tend to have a very sophisticated outlook upon campus life, and they blandly assume that day follows
day without change. Yet, when the life of the campus is set down as it is in the Totem, one begins to realize what a kaleidoscope of activity goes on around us. The campaigns for or against something, the athletic events, the social or extra-curricular
events, and most of all the associations with professors and fellow students,—all these make up a remarkable web of campus
life. The Totem, you will find, portrays these in a manner which will appeal to you years hence, and even now as you read
it late into the night you will recall some happy event, which took place in the dim distant past—a year ago. I know that you
will enjoy this record of campus life.

Dr. John B. Macdonald
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student council

The Student's Council shares authority over UBC's students with
the Board of Governors, the Faculty Committee, and the Senate. It
differs from these three academic bodies, however, in that it is openly political. Elections are held every spring, in which a minute fracton of students stir themselves to vote for those offices which have
not gone by acclamation. As a result of the spring politicking, the
following year's council is chosen.

president: Malcolm Scott

secretary: Marnie Wright
The Student's Council is charged with the regulation of extracurricular student activities, a job which it performs reliably and
with a fair degree of effectiveness. Included in the Student Council
responsibilities are all clubs and service organizations unfortunate
enough to require council grants, most student publications, plus the
management of Brock Hall and the arranging of regular activities
such as Academic Symposium and special events such as Open House.

treasurer:

Chris Hansen

The rank-and-file of the council consists of the president of
each undergraduate society on campus, who, in addition to their seats
on council are responsible for running their undergraduate societies.
In addition there is an executive which is elected on a separate ballot.
This year the executive had Malcolm Scott as President, Jim Ward,
1st Vice President, Byron Hender, 2nd Vice President, Marnie Wright,
Secretary, Chris Hansen, Treasurer, and Ken I.eitch.Co-ordinatorof
Publications.
13

student court
Student Court is a semi-autonomous
student body responsible for disciplining students in non-academic matters,
while the University Administration
carries out academic discipline. Its purpose is not to regiment students, but
rather to protect the campus against
the actions of those few individuals unable to assume the responsibilities of
being a UBC student.
Student Court is affiliated with the
Discipline Committee, which investigates all reported infractions of AMS
regulations, formally charges violators
before the Student Court, and prepares
and presents evidence for the prosecution. This committee consists of four
members representing Undergraduate
Societies.
The Student Court itself is appointed by a joint committee of incoming
and outgoing students councils. It consists of five students — four justices
and a Chief Justice. Among its functions are interpretation of the AMS
constitution and judging the status of
campus organizations. Appeal of any
Student Court decision is possible both
to the Student's Council, who may veto
any decision, or to the Faculty Committee.

Bob Gillespie, Wendy Moir, Winton Derby, Ken Bagshaw,
W. J. Slater, Ron Cook, Ted Cononer.

associated women students

1
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FRONT ROW: (Mrs.) Carole Patmore (Secretary), Val Slinger (Ass't P.R.O.), Meredith Bain (Executive Member), Carole
Fielder (President), Brenda Black (Vice President), Judy Fox
(P.R.O.), Jean Young (Treasurer). SECOND ROW: Wendy
Irish, Agnes Jamont, Ann Smith, Sue Eliot, Kathy Gormley,
Anne Mitchell, Diane Rose, Diane Garrison, Mary-Lou Roberts, Jane Nishi, Heather Mcintosh, Liz Travers.
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alma mater society office

accountant: Irene Hislop

The Student's Council, besides being the direct representatives of the student body, is actually the leading body of
the AMS society, of which each UBC student automatically becomes a member upon registration. To carry on the $300,000
worth of business this society handles every year, the AMS
maintains an office in South Brock. This office has a staff of
six kept busy looking after the requests and complaints of
14000 students.

typist: Jeanne Stanek

business manager: Ron Pearson

receptionist: Gayle Barry

18

C.U.S.
NFCUS had a bad year in 1963. It ran into biculturalism and ended the year split down the middle and
with a new name.
Late in September 1963 a national meeting was held
in Edmonton. Quebec delegates presented demands for
French-Canadian autonomy, threatening to withdraw
from the organization if their demands were not met.
Worried English-Canadian delegates hurriedly drafted
up a "two-nation" definition of Canada in an effort at
appeasement. In addition they changed the name to
Canadian Union of Students, elected French Canadians
to three top positions, and created a dual-caucus conference form. Delegates then returned to their campuses
and proclaimed that they had helped to unite English
and French Canadians by separating them-

w.u.s.c.

The World University Service has its
headquarters in Geneva. Its aims are to promote "intervarsity contact, understanding
and cooperation. It arranges conferences and
seminars and supplies aid to needy universities and students. Each UBC student contributes a dollar through his AMS fees to
support the service.
John Runge, Akiko Hiraro, Nina Verster, Dr. Bursill Hall, Fred
Tatlow (Vice Chairman), Wendy Moir (Chairman), Andrew
Pickard, Henning Freybe, Beverly Bie, Erich Hahn.
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It is eight-thirty in the morning. Approximately 12,000 students have just descended on to Point Grey from off-campus. Another few thousand residence students have
pulled themselves to class. The auditorium caf. has served the first beards and black tights
of the day. Brock has opened. The first twenty of what will be hundreds, have gone
through the main stack turnstiles. It is December and the study halls are filling with
early morning exam studiers. It is raining.
There is a concert on at noon today in Brock Lounge. Too bad it couldn't be outside, what with all this sun for a change. The people fill the seats and strain their ears
over lunch-bag noises to hear the folk-singers. Everyone ends up singing with them at
the end and no one wants to leave for their one-thirty lecture. But from those seats, the
desks in empty rooms, club huts and offices, residences and cafeterias, they leave.
I am a cow. I live in a barn on campus and Aggie boys come and milk me every
morning. I eat hay. My pen is off-white, but mostly off. There is another cow next to
me and a few across the barn. But I have been here the longest. I like it here. I am a
happy cow.
There is a football game at four-thirty today. There are clouds overhead but it doen't
look too much like rain. Thunderbirds are supposed to win this game, but one can never
really tell what is going to happen.
It is just before Christmas. The big tree outside the library is lit with colour and
a star. The residence students are singing carols by torchlight. These are the students
who really feel that the campus is their home, night and day. So off they go to sing to
President Macdonald and they really feel a part of One when they go through the house
singing carols to his dinner guests.
We are, we are, we are the Engineers. We can, we can, we can drink forty beers.
Drink rum, drink rum, drink rum and follow us. For we don't give a damn for any old
man who don't give a damn for us.

It is three-thirty. The music practice huts are filled with students on horn, violin
and piano. Walk down the hall. Hungarian Dances from one room, the E-Minor scale
from another and from yet another comes a trumpet solo for orchestra. The January sun
is on its way down.
Backstage at Freddy Wood, rehearsals are underway for the next production. Costumes are being fitted downstairs and onstage, behind the heavy curtain, lines are being
polished and movements perfected. The problem today is one of getting the actors to
move together as a completed unity.
Five-thirty in the old Science building and a late lab is finishing. Test tubes and beakers fill the sink, last minute observations and conclusions are being written down. Lab
coats are stained and glasses are wiped once more before cleaning up.
It is late at night down at the Ubyssey office. The last touches are being put to tomorrow's edition and the only thing left to do is wait for the aide's copy, then they can
lock up.
18

traffic and
a car pool

20

"It's seven-fifteen, the car-pool is waiting for me. I am
warm and haven't finished my coffee yet. But higher education
honks, and I must answer it."
"Hey fellas, open the door and why don't you turn on
the heater — I mean like it's cold in here!"
Silence as the cold car bumps down to another warm house
and a new yawn sits down in the car. The hand shifts again
and everyone settles down to the first cigarette and more silence. Someone goes back to sleep over his Psych, notes and
the driver utters his first words of the morning as an Olds
sweeps ahead of him in the line-up . . .
"Nouveau riche non-intellectualists — pah!!"
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Then they all see the mountains, and being ski-bums all
heads crane to evaluate. Prognosis—to turn around and go
skiing for the day. But higher education still honks in the lineup on Bennet's Bridge — and that comment begins the political
barrage. There are two N. D. P.'s, one Liberal and a weak Socred
in the car, which can be fun. But today the Sorced is asleep
over his Psychology and the Liberal doesn't feel like waking
him up.
21

"Do you fellas realize that I have six hours of classes today and to tell you the truth, I don't really feel like going to
any of them."
"All right, start your daily rationalizing process and by the
time you get there you'll only have three to go to."
Another silence. Then the university gates herald another
onslaught of peopled cars. Detour. New sewer. Stop. Crosswalk.
Bump. Play the game of pass and squeeze with another car.
More games — this one called "Find a Parking Spot." Fun.
Finally the aggie barns loom ahead and a spot is found.
Unfortunately the rain begins as the bodies come out of the
car, and then the mad rush begins. First class in five minutes.
Just what we need—a fast trot.

22
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frosh
reception

If you are Frosh were
you enthusiastic and happy
and gay and did you go to
the Frosh Reception? If
you didn't, you missed seeing Musa Lincke crowned
Frosh Queen and Marnie
Lucas named Frosh Princess.
And then you missed Dave
Broadfoot's entertainment,
which is too bad because it
was good. And then there
were people dancing and
you missed being one of
them. Poor Freddy Frosh
who didn't go. Sad.
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frosh retreat

24

Frosh Retreat. Frosh splash. Frosh talk. Fresh fun. Any way
you look at it, Frosh Retreat this year was interesting. The date
was September 27-29, the place was the traditional Camp Elphinstone and the weather was fabulous.
Main topics of discussion and/or criticism were Publications,
Student Government and particular points of university life, i.e.
registration. Decisions ranged from banning of the counselling
tests to write-in registrations. By the finish of the week-end the
majority of the 80 students who attended felt, and quite enthusiastically too, that the whole affair had given them much insight
into the workings of the university and of their own minds.
As for fun, the usual dunkings took place, as Engineering
President Shepard well knows. Funny funny Dr. Divinsky revealed
his hitherto unknown talent for "English Country Garden" piano
playing as well as trying to communicate with the sea-gulls(.'/ in
his spare time. The only thing we can't figure out is why our
Frosh President was running through the woods at 3 in the ayem.
Some Retreat!!

28

cairn ceremony

The skies cleared up just in time for this
year's Cairn Ceremony, held September 30.
The ceremony began with the traditional
Torchlight Parade, and progressed to the
Great Cairn, where President Macdonald and
Chancellor Ross addressed the assembled faculty and students. Following the ceremony
which commemorates the Great Trek of
1922, there was an informal reception in
Brock Hall where students had a chance to
meet and chat with their President, Chancellor and Professors.

davle fulton In the armouries
Friday. October 27. The armouries.
E. Davie Fulton. Conservative. He came.
He talked. He left.
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opening
of

the
new
frederic
wood
theatre

One of the new buildings opened on campus
this year was the Freddy
Wood Theatre—ready for
action in September. This
modern clean-lined structure has seats for 400, completely up-to-date backstage gadgets and part of
the stage even revolves.
They say that it is for quick
set changes but we think
they are secretly planning
to put on something like
"Stop the World I Want
to Get Off"!!
At the official opening,
along with President Macdonald
and Professor
Emeritus Frederic Wood,
was New York Critic John
Mason Brown, guest of the
University. Mr. Brown had
previously spoken to students about the significance
of drama today, and the
especial significance of the
new theatre.

28
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salad days
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If you like frothy fizzy British musical-comedies yon
should have seen the production of "Salad Days" put on by
the Freddy Wood Theatre Group. It was like a glass of
champagne, bubbles directed by John Brockington, set bubbles designed by Aristides Gazetas, and star bubbling done
by John Sparks, Yvonne O'Sullivan, Dean Regan, Mildred
Franklin and John Brighton. The theme revolved around
a piano called Minnie who made people dance. That's just
what we need to make us happy. Pass the champagne
someone?

28
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leadership conference

30

5

Excellent organization, without fear to innovate, resulted in the success of the Ninth Annual Leadership Conference held October 4, 5, and 6 at Howe Sound's 'Camp
Elphinstone'.
More than 100 campus leaders representing AMS
Council, clubs and committees met to discuss and debate
the student's role in his student union and academic community.
Friday's spirited boat trip to Elphinstone moved into
an evening of entertainment in the form of a debate resolving "that professors be required to work for their pay".
The serious academic approach of Alumnus Rod MacDonald and student Ed Lavalle failed to win the debate
against the professors Willy Eliot of Classics and Ron Baker
of English, Wiley' Willy was in his usual good form.
Saturday was a day of continual discussion provoked
by the speakers that participated in the programme. Mr. John
Liersch, member of the Board of Governors, spoke on the
expanding need of graduates in industry and commerce. A
discussion of business' duty to the university and the extent
of their role in academic direction followed.

31

The day's most extensive question period followed the
interesting and informative discussion of the embryonic
Simon Fraser University by SFU's Chancellor, Dr. Gordon
Shrum.
The day's proceedings ended with an Oxford Debate
on the question of higher education as a political issue, reflecting on the "Back Mac' Campaign of March, 1963.
Lively participation by floor members carried on far into
the evening when the meeting ended for the usual partying,
though many students continued to discuss the issue far
into the morning.

32

Sunday morning risers and churchgoers spent the time
discussing AMS Finances. The remainder of the day was devoted to a discussion of the student union in higher education and of the newly-formed Higher Education Promotion
Committee. Student president Malcolm Scott also spoke on
his trip to the NFCUS Congress and the dissolution of that
organization.

A tired crew of student bureaucrats returned Sunday
evening, with the ring of idealistic verbiage in their ears
and the feel of damp, musty bedrolls and clothing under
their arms. The committee . . . . oh, they stayed to clean up. e.m. lavallt

harvest hop

The Artsmen hopped again at their
Annual Harvest Ball held on October 21
at the Ramada Inn. Hop. Skip. The Arts
Queen was also crowned at this affair.
Jump. Joan Stacey. Double Whammy.

33

provincial election
People. Too many faces. Half-empty cold
coffee cups. Long lines of potentialities on a
platform. These were some of the signs that
marked the September Provincial Election
on campus. The other signs are in the pictures here. Look. Nonis was running. Unfortunately he tripped.
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Higher education and money for the University was important in the minds of the
students as revealed in their questions, arguments and discussions with the different
candidates. There was one all-party rally and
many smaller coffee parties on campus—all
well attended.
The reaction to the election by students
was one of resigned surprise, especially to
the electing of U. B. C. Professor Ralph Loffmark, running under the Soared banner. And
when everything was over, everyone felt at
least slightly informed. Who could help but
be so after that invasion of propaganda?
34

ABOVE AND RIGHT: The free coffee that
attracted many students to the candidate's meetings. Below: Vancouver's Mayor, W. G. Rathie,
Point Grey Liberal candidate, listening to students' questioning. BELOW RIGHT: Vancouver
Centre Liberal candidate, Architect Warnett
Kennedy, answering more questions, this time
probably about SUB I

38

Chinese auction aids
blood drive
October 10 was the date of the Chinese Auction and
Blood Drive on campus. If you don't know what a Chinese
auction is ask any one of the A. M. S. Councillors. They
know. They worked for the Blood Drive by auctioning off
their dignity and allowing students to pie-eye them in exchange for their blood. Literally. All 2,137 pints of it. The
drive lasted three days, with Forestry winning the interfaculty competition by bleeding out 212% of their quota.
In inter-residence battle, the Theological colleges won by
producing 140% of their quota. Drip. . . . drip
drip.

Peter Shepard donating his serices to the
Blood Drive.
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screech day

For those uneducated in the finer points
of Greek life on campus, Bid and Screech
Day is The Day for all would-be pledges.
This is the day when those persons who
have been madly rushing for fraternities
and sororities find out if they have been
accepted or not. If you value your hearing
at all, don't ever venture near the auditorium or cafeteria on this momentous occasion. It's bedlam, complete with sound
effects.
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josh white

The annual Great Trekker
award was presented by
A.M.S. President Malcolm
Scott to Dr. A. E. (Ab)
Richards, one of the key
organizers of the Great
Trek of 1922. Dr. Richards
gave a short address, emphasizing the symbolic nature of the Trek and Homecoming and defining the
meaning that it should have
to today's students of the
university.

Homecoming/63. From Pep Meet
to Brawl—game. From many charming girls to one beautiful Queen
at one pretty party. Homecoming
defined is just that—homecoming.
The return of the university alumni
to their old Alma Mater. This began
Friday noon at a luncheon for alumni of whom 300 materialized, putting organizers into a tizzy because
the food—she ran out!
At the same time, in the Memorial Gym the Pep Meet was swinging underway with the wonderful
voice of quest artist Josh White.
This man in action is something
to behold, just ask any girl who
was there! The engineers' antics
were diverted for a few moments
while the Homecoming Queen candidates paraded across the slippery
floor to be introduced to the everlovin' audience.

Hitting that red carpet are
Louise Samaan, Miss Education, and George Boechler, President of the Education Undergraduate Society.
Looks like he's enjoying

himself.

38
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at homecoming pep meet

i
The Homecoming Parade, perhaps
again becoming traditional, left downtown Saturday morning with 28 entries
as well as the ever-present Queen candidates. This aspect of Homecoming
was well organized and fun too. The
winning float, pulled together by Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity and Alpha Omicron Phi Sorority caught the judge's
eye with the theme of "Back Bauer's
Blades", complete with oversize skate
and the Olympic torch and insignia.

38

new arena opens
On Friday night, October 25, our
new Winter Sports Centre was officially opened and the arena was filled
to capacity-plus to watch our Olympians whip the Edmonton Oil Kings 2:0
and 4:2. Gary Dineen was the hot
player of the evening, putting that
cute little puck into the net for three

The Foot-brawl game was held Saturday afternoon under clear, snap-cold
skies. Unfortunately too many people
felt the chill and were moved to spirit
themselves up with bottled warmth.
The brawl that resulted was the only
black spot over the whole week-end.
The actual game was a sweep for the
U. B. C. Thunderbirds, who won 22:0
over the Saskatchewan Huskies.

thunderbirds 22, huskies 0 in homecoming football

iH
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homecoming dance
Saturday night marked
the final episode of the
week-end. The dances. The
Alumni held theirs at the
Commodore Cabaret downtown and the students had
their fling(s) at the Field
House and Armouries. Dr.
Macdonald crowned Frosh
Queen Musa Lincke as
Homecoming Queen and
Linda Gibson, last year's
queen, named Mary-Lou
Copp, Miss Medicine, and
Maxine Rogers, Miss Acadia, as Princesses. Dancing
went on into the early
hours of Sunday a.m. and
marked the close of Homecoming '63-

41

josh white
look at that man
and watch his brown voice.
hear his white smile
cut the
songs.
white velvet
on brown.
hands pulling
the guitar sounds
and voice catching

them

and
throwing them out into the air.
sit back,
watch the velvet

move.

and then he laughs.

42

stan getz and the traveller's three

Bossa Nova, "Desafinado" and "Woody'n you" were
the by-words for Stan Getz and the Travellers' show,
October 10. This was one of the best shows to hit our
campus, but unfortunately the Memorial Gym was
not the best place for them to display their talents.
Like echo—man. But like they say—jazz is jazz is
jazz, and jazz-men love it any way, shape or form.
43

antigone
The offering of the Player's Club to the students
this year was Sophocles' Antigone. This stark and
tragic play was presented in early November to full
houses every night.
The part of Antigone was played by Patricia Wilson, with Alan Scarfe opposite her as Creon. Director
was Dr. Donald Soule of the Theatre Department.

ABOVE (TOP RIGHT): The chorus of the play counsels
Antigone. Creon stands in the background.
ABOVE: Antigone and Ismene in one of their many verbal conflicts. RIGHT:
Close-up of Antigone, played by Patricia Wilson.

the bitter ash
"A cigarette commercial", "phony, trivially obscene", "discerning documentary". "It's a credit to
U. B. G". These were some
of the words poured forth
over Larry Kent's first
movie, 'The Bitter Ash",
shown on campus in early
October.
The film starred Alan
Scarfe as a non-conforming
angry young man and
Lynne Stewart, a young
wife married to the futility
of modern urban life and
the idealism of her poethusband. Pat Wilson portrayed an older woman trying to buy her love and
Mitzi Hurd played an alcoholic party-girl inhibited
by frustrations. The idealism and contrasting theme
of the picture was centred
in Phil Brown who played
the husband to Lynne
Stewart.

The film was written and produced by Larry Kent and filmed by
Dick Bellamy. Reaction, as mentioned before, was varied. Action taken
was in direct contrast to this. Because of the word that parts of the film
were "hot stuff", the outside public immediately put up their defenses.
The A. M. S., in response to this pressure, closed down the movie thus
threatening Larry with a $2,000 loss. After a private viewing by the
provincial censor however, the film was reopened and allowed to be
shown to U. B. C. students and faculty.
The action and reaction to "Bitter Ash" was such because it dealt
with a modern topic in a seldom tried manner—freely. The value of
such an approach, apart from aesthetics, lies in the controversy it produces. Larry Kent succeeded in instigating such a controversy for several
weeks, and if his plans remain the same, we can expect to see another
eye-opener next year. Whether or not the reaction is good, bad, or indifferent depends on what the individual does with it.
48

homewreckers down
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nurses 6-0 in teacup game
"Hup, hup, nine, eleven—
okay Susie make it a T. D.!"
"But I can't, something just
popped!"
Was this the conversation on
the Nurse's twenty-yard line at
the Annual Tea-Cup Game on
October 31? We don't know
that fact, but we do know that
the Home-Ec Homewreckers
downed the Nurses 6-0 in a
rousing game coached by our
T-Bird players. The half-time
mud-sling,
firecracker-throwwhee-time showed the Engineers that for once the Sciencemen had the wheel that counted
in the chariot race. Meanwhile
back at the beer-bar in centre
field the Aggies drank a close
win over the Ubyssey in the
chug-a-lugging contest, and over
at the gates the ticket-takers
counted up $860 tabbed for the
Crippled Children's Fund. Come
on Susie, make that run, no one
minds what popped!
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french Canada week

The most extensively
developed part of the agenda was the speakers. They
varied from the impassioned oratory of Separatiste
Pierre Bourgault to the
governmental opinions of
the Hon. Maurice Lamontagne, President of the
Privy Council of Canada.

French Canada Week was held this year in an attempt to present the French Canadian situation clearly
and lucidly to the population of U. B. C. Our attention had been focused on Quebec prior to this event
through such happenings as the Separatiste movement
and the Federal Government's Royal Commission on
Biculturalism. We realized that the state of Confederation—the state of our supposedly peaceful and nonviolent country was being jeopardized by misunderstandings.
French Canada week stood and stands as a symbol
of our wish to listen and understand the point of view
of our friends on the other side of the continent.
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The week began with
Paul Gerin-Lajoie, Quebec's
youth minister, who gave
the Keynote address. He
stated that in Quebec today,
there is a trend away from
isolationism towards more
Government planning of
economic life, but Confederation as it exists today is
unsatisfactory to Quebec.
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Quebec's Deputy Minister of Culture, Guy Fregault
spoke Wednesday on "Cultural life in present day
Quebec." In his speech and
the seminar that followed
he said that the arts in Quebec had mushroomed and
^at provincial government
would never be able to
keep up with the demand
for subsidization of FrenchCanadian arts.
Thursday was Pierre
Bourgault's day. "Canada is
doomed," said this devout
separatiste, "and independence of Quebec is the only
way to rid the province of
Anglo-Saxon industry." "Independence might mean
hardships and sacrifice . . .
it is not an easy task and
we know it."
Friday, the Hon. Maurice
Lamontagne, President of
Canada's Privy Council
spoke on the "State of Confederation, 1963." He stated
that it is up to English
Canada to change its attitude or else Quebec will
separate.
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Another figure who played a part in F. C. W.
was Pere Bernard, a folksinging Fransiscan Friar.
This man uses his faith in the writing and singing
of his own songs and manages always to look above
the immediate problem of today and peer into the
future. He was an experience within himself.
The film was "Seul avec les autres" supposedly
somebody else's answer to the "Bitter Ash." The
play, presented at International House was Eugene
Ionesco's "La Lecon."
On display at the Fine Arts Gallery was a collection of French Canadian art, ranging from the
traditional prints to contemporary paintings, as well
as photographs and tapestries.

SO

phrateres dance
The Phrateres organize two dances each
year as part of their busy social schedule.
One dance is an informal in November and
the other is a formal held the following
term in early March.
This Fall's informal was based on the
imaginative theme of "1984." The Phrateres
were very pleased with the attendance, as a
good crowd enjoyed a program which featured a live band and such diversions as spot
dances. Girls who worked on decorations,
refreshments and arrangements felt they had
produced something of real value.

Phrateres don't rest on their laurels, however, and
at the time of publication of this issue of Totem they
were, under the leadership of President Myrna Mattice, going ahead with plans for the "big affair," a
full formal in March.
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moods

What is this university to you?
A place of coffee, classes,
conversation in empty rooms and over-full
cafeterias.
A feeling of conflict — moods jibe
one into another, red into gray.
A feeling of challenge—you ridicule this
perhaps, but it is there for all to see.
Sentimentality at coming back to old places
or being reminded of pasts,
A feeling of loss. Where does one fit in all
this?
Sounds stuffy? Shouldn't.
Campus isn't all Ubyssey witticisms and fast
jargon — those are outside trappings.
Can you see the meaning there?
It's important that you see,
for campus is not
a mere collection of buildings cemented together with
gifted money or
planted trees.
Nor it it only collegienne clothes, high boots
or dark glasses.
No—walk and see what campus really is. It
has many moods.
Look into Freddy Wood Lobby. Noon. A
place to be quiet.
Or into Brock. Coffee, cigarettes, conversation and never enough seats.
And eyes always watching the door to see
who's coming in with who.
Ah so.
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Walk into the Gym. Crowds here are another mood.
Mostly all you feel is a numb seat and squashed elbows,
and all you see are many nothings conglomerated into a
larger nothing. Everybody is zeroed in on something though.
And those feelings add up to a sum of ideas.
Then look to the Elphinstone wharf at retreat time.
Here is a mood of campus away from the buildings and
people. Criticism good and bad, important growths and
slashes of ideas meet with beer and informal profs for a
taste of the good life.

S3

Then feel the rain, This, dammit, is
another mood.
Charging umbrellas and slick stairs
make one focus into wet-crowded
people, damp rooms and inevitable
conversations about the weather with
someone to whom you can't talk about
anything else.
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Empty coats down a shiny hall, devoid of shapes until the indignant
buzzer sends the now learned masses
out into kaleidoscoped confusion. The
leaves are there too, in the corner of
everystairway — yet alone they look
different.

This is the campus mood.
Altogether, the feelings are the same,
crowded fun
red-sweatered ridicule
no seats in the library and
everyone running in the rain or walking in the sun.
But—
individuals take on purpose in separateness.
Separately is where the meanings can come in.
Separately is where moods come easily.
And they are there.
SS

alirio diaz

On Tuesday, January 21, Alirio Diaz,
Venezuelan classical guitarist, played to
students on campus. Diaz is assistant professor to Andre Segovia and for those of
you who don't have one of those little
stringed boxes, that means 'the best in
Guitar'.

This is part of the crowd
that watched Alirio Diaz.
They are watching his fingers move; that's why they
have that glazed look.
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student-alumni banquet
The second annual Alumni Association
Banquet was held this year on February 6.
The purpose of this affair is to get alumni
and students together to further the alumni
program. This year's guest speaker was Dave
Brock, who rambled at length about his
university remembrances.
Instigated this year was the presentation
of the U.B.C. Alumni Association Student
award, given to that student who holds a
high standard in both student services and
academic record. The first winner was Dean
Feltham, head of the SUB planning committee and all-round man on campus.

Dean Feltham being congratulated by his family
after winning the first annual Alumni Association
Student Award.
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mussoc presents I'll abner

Dogpatch—here we come!! This was
the cry of the UJB.C. Musical society
this year—and they really belted it out.
Starring in the production of L'il Abner
were Jim Poyner (Abner), Angela
Gann (Daisy Mae), and Bob Silverman (Marryin' Sam). There was a
total of 60 students in the cast, ably
directed by Jimmy Johnston, choreographed by Grace MacDonald and put
to music by Bev Fyfe. Opening night
was a grand success, just ask the audience. All of them said "Mussoc has
done it again!"
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engineer's
slave
auction
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Those engineers really have everything
all sewed up. They burn an effigy of Jim
Ward, they flatten Sir Ouvry's patrol cars
and then build up their own harem.
Imagine—auctioning off such sweet young
things to Engineers! The nerve! How
lovely!

festival
'64

Poetry. Michael McLure.
Gerd Stern. Not Beat, but
different. Their words cannot be re-written or explained, t h e y stand by
themselves, with the most
profound message being "to
live, to Be".

the coach with the 6 insides

January 29 to February 7. Festival '64. Poetry,
plays, pottery, pop art, dancing and music. Confusion
versus reality. A kaleidoscope of imagery and images
—this was Festival '64.
Contemporary music was another offering of Festival '64. Swiss harpsichordist Sylvia Kind played a
concert of twentieth century music for harpsichord,
Frances Adaskin and Hans-Karl Piltz played contemporary music for piano and viola. The music of
Charles Ives, modern North American composer was
also presented. This music is really something to be
heard. It does everything that music doesn't, usually
do—and it fascinates.
Another major production of the festival was Jean
Erdman's play-dance-mine production of "The Coach
with the Six Insides". This was based on James Joyce's
"Finnegan's Wake".
61

Perhaps the Pop Art exhibit set the scene,
or rather, set the theme for the whole festival. Pop art is a re-routing of the imagery
of everyday experience. People live the life
depicted in the exhibited pictures every day,
but when they see this life of theirs thrown
on to a canvas, their reactions are many and
varied. Some people were fascinated, some
laughed outright, some were disgusted and
many had an embarassed look on their faces.
Why? Because the pictures were reality, staring them right back in the face.

IB
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explorations
photography:

bob flick
paul clancy
text: bob flick
layout: scott mcintyre

sun
grass
rock
and water
you and i
aspects of reality and time
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/ fight for what is rock within me
undefined in terms of rationale
explainable only in terms of
what am I
what are you
what are we
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f see the grass
beat the earth green
grow
entangle
thick with the laughter
of friendship
dead
and hollow
with the winter of fear
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f find the pavement of my dreams
gone awry
until
pain's webbing

splits

I grow
and find the sun.
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Sleep
glorious sleep
and chairs—all legs
guitar on top of a shelf
beside the vase of artificial flowers
bicycle wheels and water tanks
heat pipes that grind in the night
and always eyes
watching and talking
at dinner
or over books
rain and long corridors of doors.
"Hey Janie, your blind date's here . . . you lucky thing!"
And with that, the rest of the first floor of Mawdsley House
casually saunters out to the lobby to eye Jane's catch,
and they run back with the advice to "take that off and put on
this, because he looks terribly sophisticated, Jane." Then
five-foot-nine-inch Jane walks out and meets her date, fivefoot-five-inches and all beered up.
the damn alarm goes off too early—always,
washrooms too full
early in the morning and late at night.
clotheslines of dripping lingerie,
hands ironing the lab coat and coffee in the kitchen,
clacking typewriter keys that keep the room-mate awake.
82
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Saturday morning clean-up reveals yesterday's
half-eaten bag lunch, cigarette ash all over
and mounds of reasonably dirty clothing
as well as an empty box of laundry soap,
(and there goes another 50 cents down the
drain). And in that pile of papers on
top of the closet and under the bed is
found those lost Bi. notes, one squashed
spider and the pair of black pumps that you
wanted to wear to Johnny Mathis.
and the rooms,
you've got to go there and see it for yourself,
pictures ruining the plaster
and always the snaps of the fella back home.
goodnights on the door-step
or in front of the red-faced night porter.
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The bulletin board speaks for itself: "The
MEN of Sherwood Lett House invite the
WOmen of Aldyen Hamber to tea at one thirty
pjn. on Open House. Escorts provided" . . .
"Someone, ANYone needed to play golfette and
volleyball or my name is mud, contact Athletic
Rep." . . . "LOST, on Fort Camp beach, one
blue bowler hat, great sentimental value,
reward!" . . . "Anyone in Acadia who has a car
and is willing to ride me to classes in the
morning please see me in Hut . . ."
Irritations in the form of washing machines
that gobble the money and refuse to wash
clothes, buzzers that ring when one is in the
bath-tub, room-mates that tip-toe in at 3 ajn.
and THEN drop their shoes on the floor, the
song on the radio that reminds one of the boyfriend back home, the cigarette machine that
only gives matches, and of course the girls who
put up signs about "quiet hours" and somehow
never seem to be able to follow them.
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Plus the number of times the dining room
reserves that rhubarb dessert that never seems
to get eaten and the walls through which your
next-door neighbour's snore comes through most
clearly.
Down one hall, feet hanging over a bed,
"Let's not go to bed until two." In another
room, studious eyes cramming Eng. 300, hands
pouring more coffee to stay awake, another pair
of hands opening the latest letter from home
and always mouths eating and talking of last
Friday night's Frat-exchange or the new dress
for Homecoming, heads noisily under dryers
and fingers turning off that alarm clock—again.
Bare rooms are made real with texts, pictures
on the wall, full closets, and empty wine bottles
with candles in them to give atmosphere—and
always the weather, which sometimes reminds
one of home and sometimes doesn't. And always
again, the rather rollicking atmosphere of many
people living together, one never knows what
is going to happen next—thank God.
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musa lincke
frosh
and
homecoming
queen
82

faculty queens

medicine: mary lou copp

marine drive residences: laurie mltchell

home economics - forestry: nadine wright
83

engineering: tove mansen

science: iinda moir

acadia camp:
maxine rogers
84

fort camp: pat bolton

arts:
joan
stacey

physical education: sylvia tybach

commerce:
chris
crystal
88
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cheerleaders
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Dee Bowers, Caroline Mason, Bonnie McLean, Jane Morrison, Barb Ellis, Marilyn
Jacobs, Jeanette Wong.

men's sports

big block club
Doug Sturrock, John Cartmel, Court
Brousson, Fred Sturrock, Gary Bruce.
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The Thunderbirds fought their way to a 5 win, 4 loss
record in the W.C.I.A.U. under the dedicated coaching of Frank
Gnup, Bob Hindmarch, and Lome Davis.
This year marks the end of the Thunderbirds participation
in the W.C.I.A.U. Next year they will play on a independent
schedule and thus hope to cut the high cost of transportation
which forced them to leave the W.C.I.A.U.
Junior Varsity football played well but ended up with 1
win and 6 losses. They were coached by Bob Sikorski and Ian
McDonald.
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THUNDERBIRDS 1963 SCHEDULE
H
A
A
A
H
H
H
A
H

Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9

U.B.C/OPPONENT

Montana State
Western Washington
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Willamette
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Manitoba

I1*

0-16
6-10
15- 1
15- 6
19- 0
33-44
22- 0
2-29
34- 0
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basketball

U.B.C. Men's basketball consist
of two teams — the Braves and the
Thunderbirds. The Braves are Frosh.
Since they lacked a league to play
in, they spent the season stringing
up a series of victories in exhibition games across BC. and the
Pacific Northwest, playing high
schools and other amateur teams.

The Thunderbirds make
up the senior team. Their
schedule includes the Totem Tournament in late
November against various
Pacific Northwest Universities. They also play in
the W.CI.A.A. and this
year they were tied for first
place with the University
of Alberta at the end of
January. Star players for
the 'Birds include John
Cook and Bill MacDonald.
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photographs: don hume
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rugby
The UBC men's Rugby
Team had its problems in
1963.
Coach Albert Laithwaite lamented in the fall that the
Athletic Office had cut down
on his appropriation and had
not given him the coaching
staff he wanted. Be that as it
may, he found it necessary to
eliminate two of his teams
and start the season with the
four remaining squads: the
Birds, Braves, Physical Education and Frosh.
The 'Birds began their Miller Cup series with a loss
against the North Shore AllBlacks. Outstanding players
this year included Bob May,
Dave Howie and Peter Brown,
as well as Chris Barnett who
returned after an absence of
two years.
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hockey

108

The U.B.C. Thunderbirds hockey
team started the '63-64 season with
two strikes against it. The first
was the loss of Coach Father Bauer,
who went to coach the Canadian
Olympic Hockey Team, and the second was that he took with him several stars from last year's team—
stars that played a crucial role in
their WCIAAU championship performance.
The replacements for these loses
were willing and talented. Dennis
Selder, a 24-year-old post-graduate
PE student and a Bauer protege took
over the job of Head Coach. The
team also picked up a flashing newcomer, Ken Cairns from Colorado
College, who turned out to be one
of the team's biggest threats during
the season.

as well. Peter Kelley, WCIAAU
all-star, remained, along with Ralph
Lortie and Stu Gibbs. Jack Harris
moved up from insurance goalie to
number one goalie, and fourth year
center Bob Parker remained to back
up the scoring attack.
Despite a determined effort, however, the team did not do as well
during the season as some expected.
Part of the reason was a weak defense, burdened with the weight of
too many rookies, willing and talented, but not able to match the
veterans they meet on the ice.
Nobody particularly despaired.
Given a year or two to gain experience and cohesion, there was every
indication that U.B.C. would have
another championship team.

Some talented holdovers remained
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bowling

The perennial Canadian
Team Champion Birds still
continue to dominate in
University competition.
After completing the second Annual All-Star Invitational Team Tournament,
the Birds are slated to travel to Edmonton to defend
the Western Canadian Universities title which they
won last spring. This year
teams represented will be
from Victoria U , U. of A.
Calgary, U. of A. Edmonton, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and U.B.C.
Team members: T. Palm, C. Paprosky, B. Enefer, L. Warner, R. Hughes.

curling

The UBC curling team had a population explosion
in 1963. Due mostly to the opening of the new Winter
Sports Arena, the sport has tripled its adherance since
last year, to a total of 300 people in about 75 teams.
This number keeps the huge new curling rink full
from 5:00 to 11:00 three times a week.

The curling season lasts from October to March
and involves a continuing eliminating competition.
The winning rink goes to Winnipeg to enter the
Canadian Curling Championships.
The Curling Team's president is Dave Alexander;
the Draw Master is Mike Taylor.
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The Thunderbird Ski Team
finished three months of conditioning by spending ten
days of training in Rossland
over the Christmas holidays.
The team had worked out
three times a week, with calisthenics and running from September to Christmas. The period in Rossland gave Coach
Ted Hill a chance to pick the
competition team. He selected
Tom Jenkins as captain, Gary
Taylor, Tim Roberts and Martin Kaffka as the Alpine, and
Dave Gibson, Alan Sturgess
and Denis De Jong the Nordic
Team.
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Despite the absence of Jenkin, the team
managed a fourth place among seven teams
in the first meet in McCall, Idaho.
A fifth place in the cross-country, by Gibson, was the best showing by the team
against the strong U.S. colleges.
TJie second meet in Missoula, Montana,
saw a ^general improvement by the team, led
by Jenftin's fifth place in the Giant Slalom
event./
Th e experience gained in the meets placed
the team in good stead for further meets in
Ban "tftond Washington.
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weightliftlng

Above: Andrew Hinds (coach-manager)

P3ESS
SNATCH
JEBK

SQUAT
SiK'ri P.
CURL
KMUFT

Right:
Tad
Iwamoto

The UBC Weightlifting team won both the B.G open Championship, competing against such teams as Haney, YMCA and the
Doug Hepburn Gym, and /me Washington State Invitational meet
in 1963. The team's coacfci and manager, Andrew Hinds, says he is
hoping to develop the most powerful team on the Pacific Coast. Members range from light-weights, which include such members as George
Tsoi-A-Sue, 123 ftsjk, Tad Iwamoto, 132 lbs., and Andrew Hinds,
140 lbs., mtough/rniddleweights such as Desmond Tromans, 165 lbs.,
to heavyweijgjafe who include in their ranks Claus Hallschmidt, 181
lbs., and B0b McGavin 198 lbs.

Above: Clas Hall Schmidt

wrestling
/

/

In their/opening meet for
the year, f he U3.C. Wrestling team/lost to the well-conditionedrc .M.CA. team which
won/sfx out of eight matches,
ing the season several
'standouts emerged. These included E. Green, M. McConnell and G Christensen. Other
UB.G wrestlers include P.
Howes, B. Peterson, R. Chapman, M. Hjelt, and G. Gansen.

gymnastics
The Gymnastics Team is one of the smaller, more
select teams on campus, restricting its membership to
8 to 10 students. Coached by Dieter Weichert, formerly one of Canada's top gymnasts, the team enters
competitions with Pacific Northwest colleges. The
team counts among its accomplishments the winning
of the Pacific Northwest gymnastics championship
two years ago, when it beat such schools as Washington State, University of Washington, and Eastern
Washington.
The team is managed by Mike Henderson, and
practises 2 or 3 times a week. The members agree on
Keith Russell as the star.
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fencing
The UB.G's men's fencing team is a small but
active part of the Men's
Athletic programme at U.
B.G Members practice regularly perfecting their technique in foil, sabre and
epee. The team finds that
the sport is not as dangerous as it looks, due to
careful procedure and good
protection equipment. The
climax of a season occurs
when the team participates
in the W.C.I.A.A. competition to determine the Canadian Champion.

judo
Judo is derived from an
ancient art of attack and
defence known as juijitsu.
The UBC Judo Team devotes itself to mastery of
this sport. This year the
team consisted of about 10
members, mainly d r a w n
from the larger Judo Club,
and including a number of
blackbelts. They entered
the annual judo tournament held Nov. 9 in the
War Memorial Gymnasium, competing a g a i ti s t
teams from the B.C. interior, the United States, and
Vancouver Island.
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cycling

This year's cycling team is
made up of eight riders, Joe
Hailey, Andy Goodall, Dave
Henderson, Fred Oxtoby, Dave
Ormerod, Gail Elder, Les Carter
and Norm Kendall. Although
the team is entirely new this
year, it is not lacking in experience. Andy, Fred, Les, and
Norm, have several years of
racing behind them, while the
new riders show much promise.
Because of their rigorous training program during the winter,
the team expects to win several
races next summer. Some of the
five-day-long competitions they
will be entering are: Pacific
Northwest best - all - around
Western Canadian C y c l i n g
Championship, B.C. Cycling
Championship, North American Track Championship.
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badminton

BACK ROW: Steve Hagan, Gordon Halset-Brant, George
Payrle, Don Peters, Jerry Trippard, John Cochran, Henry
Huber, Jim Steeves.
MIDDLE ROW: Gord Schmidt, Glen
McCannell, Pete Webb, Eric Sandstrom, Geoff Atkinson (Captain, Manager), Larry Scherk, Dick Hill. FRONT ROW:
Vern Kendrick, Don Bush, Tony Knott, Lome Lindsey, Jim
Kerr. MISSING: Hugh Rothie, Bert Poston, Fred Cunningham,
Barry Kennedy.

This year the U.B.C. Badminton Team competed
in the W.C.I.A.A.A. championships at Regina, February 28-March 1, the Island Open championships,
February 17-23, and the B.C. Open Championships,
February 2-March 1. The Thunderbird's Badminton
Team placed well up in the Vancouver and District
Badminton League. The intercollegiate team was comprised of Eric Sandstrom, Geoff Atkinson (captain,
team manager) and Hugh Rothe.
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tennis

The UBC Men's Tennis Team has
a very busy training schedule during
the first half of the year. They must
be busy because they could not find
the time to send someone around to
Totem to tell us about their team. They
practise until well into the Spring,
when the tennis season starts and they
begin their schedule of competitions.
The team is small, consisting of less
than a dozen members. They practise
on the court outside the Memorial Gym
on Thursday nights and on courts off
campus on Saturday mornings. Their
practise schedule includes games against
the women's team and other local
groups.
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golf

Left to right: Wayne Volmer, John Morgan, Rusty Goepel, Grahm Zelmer, Ian
Muter, Jim Seed, John Kavalac, Don Cannon.

The UBC Men's Golf Team began the 1963-64 season with a
substantial handicap—only one member of the highly successful 1962
team returned. The 1962 team had a fine winning record in Washington, Oregon, and California.
As a consequence, the team didn't do too well this year. By January
the team had compiled a three-win seven-loss record against colleges and
universities in the Pacific Northwest. However, there was every indication that things would look up as the team gained experience
as a unit.
This year's schedule included trips througth the Pacific Northwest
and to Victoria. In the Fall, John Morgan, with a par 288, led the
preliminary qualifying, followed by Graham Zelmer. The other qualifiers were Ian Muter, Wayne Volmer, Don Cannon, John Kavalac, Jim
Seed and Rusty Geopel.

B8881
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field hockey
The Field Hockey Club, in the
season 1963-64, competed in the
three divisions of the B. G Field
Hockey Association entering two
teams, Varsity (League Champions,
1962-63) and Blues, in the first
division; two teams, Golds and Advocates, in the second division, and
Pedagogues in the third division.
As this notice is written, Varsity led
the first division of eight teams,
with Blues lying fourth; Golds hold
a favourable position at the top of
the second division and Pedagogues
have lost only two games.
Three members of Varsity (John
Young, Victor Warren, Lee Wright)
represented Canada at the preOlympic Tournament in Lyon in
September, 1963; these three and
others will be candidates for the
Olympic team that is to compete at
Tokyo in 1964. The club captain
is John Ekels, who is leading one of
the most powerful teams to represent the University in several years.
Joost Wolsak is the most consistent
goal-scorer in the League.
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swimming

The UBC men's swimming
team walked away from their
competition schedule with an
impressive list of victories.
At the Triangular Meet in
Tacoma Jan. 10, UBC took
five first places in competition
with the University of Puget
Sound and Eastern Washington State College. UBC won
the medley relay, 200 meter
butterfly, 200 meter backstroke, and 200 meter breaststroke.
In the rual meet in Seattle,
Jan. 11 against the University
of Washington, UBC won the
200 meter butterfly, 200 meter
breaststroke and 200 meter
backstroke.
Bill Gillespie of the UBC
swimming team broke three
records at two meets. In the
200 meter individual relay he
broke the old record of 2:38.4
with a rime of 2:29.7, in the
200 meter backstroke he bettered a standing mark of
2:33.2 with a 2.32.1, and in
the 200 meter backstroke he
broke, 2:16.8 record with a
2:12.3.
Another record was set for
UBC by Mike Powley who
broke a former record of
6:45.4 with a 6:36.8 of his
own.
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In point scores UBC beat
Western Washington State
College 64-15 but lost to University of Puget Sound 53-41
and University of Washington 59-25.
In a later meet against the
University of Alberta UBC
won 50-41, and entered the
WCIAA in February full of
confidence.
The team coach is Jack
Pomfret, and the manager is
Dave Whitelaw.

sailing
Neat Penguin, isn't she? Look at her tack.
U.B.G's Sailing crews can be found catching
the wind every Saturday at Coal Harbour. It
may be practice for a Regatta or the yacht
races but nothing can beat that salt and spray.
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women's sports

big block:
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FRONT ROW: Mary Cowell, Susan Elliott, Pat
Nichols, Louise Parker, Pat Darion. MIDDLE ROW:
Diane Godfrey, Marianne Tovell, Linda Williams,
Heather Campbell, Pat Chataway, Diane Longmuir.
BACK ROW: Lee Husband, Barb Robertson, Judy
McBride, Linda Kaser.

grass hockey

U.B.C.'s Women's Grass Hockey has two
teams—the Varsity and the U.B.C.—both of
which are busy winning games. At the Pacific Northwest Collegiate Tournament held
in Ellensburg Washington this year, the Varsity team won six out of six games. Top
scorers for Varsity this year were Meredith
Adshead and Elizabeth Philpot, and the team
was led by Pat Nichols. The U£.C.'s top
scorer was Gail Gelvear. Coach of both
teams was Miss Schrodt, and the Manager
Marilyn Brown. Varsity team members are
Jennifer Chapman, Meredith Adshead, Dianne Oswald, Judy McBride, Liz Philpot, Pat
Nichols, Judy Johnson, Nancy Bain, May
Sweet, Marilyn Brown and Ann Philips. UBC
members are Carolyn McAskie, Jane Patrinson, Gail Gelyear, Dell Galloway, Myrna
Barker, Joy Vernon, Marguerite Ott, Judy
Cleaver and Karen Purdy.
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track

This year's Woman's track team did an excellent
job of representing UBC in intercollegiate competition. They entered the Intercollegiate Telegraphic
Meet, and although they were unable to win, due
mainly to a lack of jumpers, they fared very well
in the running events. A star of the meet was Judith
McBride, who placed second in the 100 yard and
60 yard running events, and in addition placed in
the top 5 in the shotput, discus and javelin. Heather
Campbell also distinguished herself by placing first
in the 100 and 60 yard events. In addition the team
set a new record, 52.2 seconds, in the 4 by 110 relay.
The team also participated in the Vancouver relays
in May at the end of the university year.
Judith McBride

Heather Campbell, Judith McBride, Terri Fyfe
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curling

The UB.C. Women's Curling
team contains one man—Charles
Kerr, the coach. He sees that
his girls practise twice a week
to get them ready for the team's
heavy schedule. The team enters
two bonspeils each year — two
rinks enter the Burnaby Totemette Bonspeil in November and
the Ladies Big Three in March.
It also attends invitationals —
this year including ones hosted
by the Pacific Ladies' Club, the
North Shore Business Girls, and
the Capilano Ladies Club.

It participates in B.C. one playdowns leading to the B.C Championships in January. The climax
of the year, however, is the
WC.IA.A. in Calgary in early
February. This year the rink entered had Pat Chataway as the
Skip, Carolyne Smart, third, Faye
Thompson as second and Gail
Frazer as Lead.

••SB88888W^_
figure skating
The UBC Women's Figure Skating Team had a
membership of ten girls
in addition to their coach,
Mrs. During. The team
was very glad when, with
the opening of UBC's new
Winter Sports Arena in
early Fall, they were able
to move on campus for
their practises. In February they travelled to Edmonton to represent UBC
in the annual W.CIA.A.
competitions. In the previous year's competition
they had carried themselves
to glory with one win in
Senior Single and another
in Junior pairs.

BACK ROW: Coach—Mrs. H. During, Marion Kirkbride,
Shannon Butt, Barb Conlyn, Trudy Norman, Linda Leslie,
Sharon Southworth. FRONT ROW: Ann Gorman, Linda
Christie, Pat Hay, Marion Pepper.
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basketball

The UB.G Girl's Rules Basketball Team
practices twice a week in preparation for
its big competitions: on Feb. 15th they
go to Bellingham to play the University
of Western Washington; and at the end of
February they take part in the Pacific
Northwest Tournament at which 18 teams
from the U.S. and Canada compete. The
team, coached by Mrs. Penny, plays against
private schools in the city during the year.

BACK ROW (left to right): Miss Gerry Gilmore (Coach), Marlene Piper, Pat Darion, Diane Bond, Shirley Chappci, Barb Robertson (Captain),
Lorraine Couvclier (Manager). FRONT ROW: Ann Verdone, Marion Alexander, Linda Kaser, Diane Godfrey, Barb Jellet, Karen Olsen.
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women's speed swim team
The Women's Speed Swim Team,
coached by Linda Hunt and Jack
Pomfret, got off to a good start this
year by winning the annual Canadian Universities Telegraphic Swim
Meet. The team, composed of Sue
Elliot, Judy Jennings, Bonnie Bertram, Jane Wheaton, Penny Jones
and Joan Weld competed in the
local Thunderbird Relays, placing
well in the finals. Practicing averages three times a week, in preparation for the annual W.CI.A.A. swim
meet, which it has won in the past
three years.

Bonnie Bertram
Susan Elliot'
Judy Jennings
Penny Jones

women's synchronized swim team

The Women's Synchronized Swim Team consists
of 8 swimmers. Marilyn
Thompson, Carol Henderson, Sheanne McCulloch,
Cherry Corless, Jolie Symous, Kathy Copeland, Pam
Mahoney, Pat Hoffman,
Uta Allers (manager), plus
Diane Black, Coach. The
teams schedule consists of
the B.C. Section Meet in
November, the W.CI.A.A.
in Edminton in February,
and the B.C. Championships in March. The team
entered this year's W.C.I.
A.A. as defending champions.
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badminton
UBC Women's Badminton fielded three separate
teams this year — a B and
two C teams- These practise all year twice a week
in the Women's Gym and
play from October to
March in the Vancouver
and District League. The
team members mention
Ann Knott and Natsuko
N a m b a as outstanding
players.
The team's schedule includes competitions in the
Vancouver Racquet's Club
Invitational in November,
the Vancouver District
League Closed Championships in January, the B.C.
Championships in March,
the W.C.I.A.A. and the
Vancouver Island Open
Championships in February. In addition this year
they held a meet with
Western Washington College for the first time.

BACK
North,
Knox.
Cheryl

ROW, left to right: Dorothy Bruze (Manager), Barbara
Mary Tucker, Bev. Pinckney, Anne Knott, Barbara
FRONT ROW: Kathie Chambers, Shirley McLeod,
Foster, Jiff Thornton, Joan Schaffer, Natsuko Namba.

tennis
The UB.C.'s women's tennis team played
in two major championships this year. The
team consisting of Libby Penwarden, Jane
Brown, Ann Pollock, Sue Ingledew, and Lucy
Horner played in the B.C. Championships.
The team also went to Winnipeg to defend
their W.CJ.AA. title. The team of Libby
Penwarden, Liz Philpot and Marilyn Orr
placed third.
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gymnastics
The Women's Gymnastics team, coached
by Monique Lindeman, an international
coach and judge, practices at least three
times a week in preparation for the U.B.C.
Turner meet, the W.C.I.A.A. Championships in Edmonton, the B.G provincial
championships in Courtenay, and the Pacific Northwest Championships as well as
local displays. The members of the team
are Teri Fyfe, Marie Ramsay, Ruth Johnson, Mary Morgan, Sandra Coates, Chris
Fisdale, and Maureen Kendel (manager).

archery

The U.B.C's Women's Archery Team faces two
major competitions each year, one in February and
one in March. Last year the team placed third in
the Canadian Intercollegiate Telegraphic Meet. The
team, which took on four new girls this year, was
coached by Miss Tilley. From regular practice, the
team has been maintaining its standard of proficiency.
The team manager is Marianne TowelL
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skiing
The U.B.C.'s Women's- Ski Team
this year has four local competitions
on Grouse and Seymour, one of
which is the Western Canadian
Championships, and one intercollegiate meet at Steven's Pass, Washington. The coach this year is Liz
Green, who is promoting much enthusiasm among the eight team
members: Joanne Hamilton, Sandy
Hamilton, Leslie Anglin, Janet
Harrsin, Nina Locke, Linda Freeman, Pat Montgomery and Barb
Deane.

golf
The U.B.G Women's
Golf Team is coached by
Mrs. Innes, and under her
direction it placed fourth
in the W.GIA.A. Tournament last year. The members are Barb Ellis, Diane
Kirby, and Wendy Irish.
The team practices at local
clubs and driving ranges.
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international house
International House is, by the definition of its own handbook,
" . . . a center on campus where Canadian and overseas students can
get acquainted socially and increase their understanding of each
other's country and people."
There are four separate organizations concerned with International House and using the facilities of the building. The International House Student club sponsors a great deal of the regular
student activities in International House. Highlights of this year's
program are the Fall Fair, the Christmas Party, the International
House Ball, and the International House Concert. The club Executive for 1963-64 was President Louis Elliott, Vice-President Hardial
Baines, Secretary Helena Dawkins, Treasurer Derek Knox.
The International House Organization is a group of faculty and
members of the community. They form a sort of International House
"Alumni" who help in the administration of the House and carry on
their own social activities.
The "F.R.O.S." ("Friendly Relations With Overseas Students"),
co-operates with community service clubs and campus organizations
in helping new students to adjust to life at UBC.

Finally, the Board of Directors of
International House is responsible to
the University for the administration
of the House. It consists of interested
members of the faculty and the community.
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Caribbean students association
Members of the Caribbean Students Association take
an active part in literary, sporting, and entertainment
activities on the campus. The objectives of the club are
to foster congenial relations between students from the
Caribbean area and students of other nationalities on the
campus, and to encourage an interchange of ideas and
information between West Indian students and students
of British Columbia.

India students association
The India Students' Association is a group of people
interested in Indian Culture. There are about sixty members. More than half of these are from Canada and other
non-Indian nations.

Arnim Dollz, P.R.O., Clifford Jutlah, Treas., Mosehez Jack, President, Bert Nepaulsingh, Social Convener, Grace Brouen, Secretary. ABSENT: Lawford Dupres, Vice
President, Colven Chen, Assistant Secretary.

Traditionally the club has two major celebrations; one
in summer and the other in winter. In these functions
they attempt to present a few glimpses of Indian Culture,
and these functions draw considerable interest both
among club members and the public at large. In addition
it holds film showings and evening get-togethers.
The India Students' Association provides to those
interested information on Indian affairs. The club feels
that the presence of such organizations as the India
Students' Association on campus adds to the international
flavour of the University.

P. S. Naidu, S. Nazar Ahsan, Savithri Shankar, Riaz Usmani. ABSENT: R. G. Goel.
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nisei
varsity club
Nisei Varsity is designed
to do for Japanese students on
campus what Chinese Varsity
is for Chinese students. Its
aim is to promote Japanese
culture and provide facilities
so that Japanese students and
others interested in Japanese
culture can get together.
Nisei and Chinese Varsity cooperate in some activities, notably their joint mixer in November. Nisei itself puts on
a Frosh Dance and in addition
holds bowling and skating
parties regularly. It also arranges films and speakers on
various topics connected with
Japanese tradition and culture.

Chinese
varsity club
The Chinese Varsity claims a
fourfold purpose: to foster an
interest in traditional Chineese culture and learning; to
further student participation
in university affairs, to provide a congenial club atmosphere in which students can
participate in extra-mural activities; and to sponsor teams
in the intramural athletic programme.
The Varsity does valuable
work in contributing volumes
to the Asian Studies branch
of the library.
Major events this year were
C l u b s D a y , International
Week, and Open House.
The over one hundred members keep themselves busy arranging and attending a series
of films and speakers on Chinese culture and several parties
and dances.
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aiesec

AIESEC is an imposing-sounding list of initials with the even more imposing English translation of the International Association of Students in Business and Commerce. The whole
organization claims membership in 31 countries, and is intended for students planning to
enter the world of business.
The UBC chapter of the organization uses
AIESECs films, and speakers as the backbone
of an active social program. Although only recently established on the campus, they held no
less than 12 parties, film showings, and talks
during the 1963-64 winter session. The AIESEC executive consisted of Lloyd Warnes, President; Al Mein, Vice-President; Chuck Montalbetti, Treasurer; and Larry Terrace, PRO.

b'nai brith hillel
B'nai B'rith Hillel is a national organization devoted to cultural, religious and counselling services among
Jewish students at Canadian and American universities. The executive of the
UBC chapter this year was President,
Ernie Nagler; Secretary, Sherrie Poplick; Treasurer, B. Kanee; Program
Chairman, Carol Chertkow; and Special
Events Chairman Janette Dewitt.
Each year the UBC organiaztion puts
on Special vents week, presenting the
campus with a five day series of speakers dealing with a central theme. The
theme this year was "the image of
man". The week was preceded by a
Sabbathand a dinner at the Scharah
Tzedeck Temple.
During the year the UBC chapter has
an average of two speakers a week discussing various topics.
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liberal club
As in previous years', the
U.B.C. Liberal Club was
the largest political club
on campus. They also presented a wide program of
policy discussions from
which they evolved a Model Parliament Platform.
National and provincial
Liberal leaders spoke to
the club explaining Liberal policy. Besides these
largely political activities
the club had a "swinging"
social season, with cocktail parties, beer parties,
and party parties.

B. Lewis, A. Gould, D. Wilder, M. Bowman, P. Braund,
Sawadsky, E. Mackenzie, R. Marsh.

new democrats
UB.G New Democrats
like to keep on the go.
They carry on an endless
series of parties from one
end of the University year
to the other, but this doesn't prevent them from
spending weeks on Model
Parliament where they have
recently formed a tradition of serving as the Official Opposition. It also
doesn't prevent them from
finding time to invite guest
speakers to the campus, notably the National Party
Leader, T. C. Douglas,
from putting on a series
of films, including a "top
secret" series of World
War II propaganda films,
and from arranging a number of group discussions
and seminars which are
usually well attended- The
UBC. chapter claims over
a hundred members, making it one of the largest
groups of its kind on campus. The club president this
year is Richard Pollard.
The club sends representatives regularly to National
and Provincial party conventions and participates
actively in election campaigns.
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Marcia Quail, Richard Pollard, Anne Holm, Sue Hamilton,
Robin. Hues, Bud Blacklock, Rick Wey, Jim McNeney, Frank
Turco.

curling club

The Curling Club cheered as loudly as anyone when UBC opened
its new Winter Sports Arena on campus this year. This was because
they could abandon the downtown rinks to which they had formerly
been forced to migrate for their meetings, in favour of the much handier location on campus. They cheered with a good strong voice too,
due to the fact that this year they tripled the number of voices they
had to cheer with. The club planned and executed a number of parties,
and got a hefty amount of curling done as well.

united nations club

The United Nations Club is engaged in a continuous struggle to bring to an indifferent public an understanding and appreciation of the work of the United Nations, and an interest
in and an understanding of world affairs. It does this by contributing heavily to the campus's program of speakers, films and
debates for intellectual lunch-eaters. Films are usually held in
Buchanan lecture theatres, and deal with such ambitious topics as "The Challenge of Mankind". Current affairs discussions
and debates deal with whatever affairs are current, which is appropriate. Guest speakers included such pundits as Elmore Philpott, who was brought to UBC to speak on the World Committee for a World Constitution.
A climax of UN Club activities is the regular Model Security Council, this year held Oct. 24 in the International
House. Algeria was turned loose on the United States and
promptly charged "Yankee aggression" in South East Asia. The
purpose of the Model Security Council is to impress the public with the ability of the UN to advance peace in the world.
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u.n.t.d.
On ±e 29th of March, 1943, the
Board of Governors of the University of British Columbia approved
the establishment of a University
Naval Training Division (U. N. T.
D.) on the campus.

^9

Since that time the UJSJ.T.D. has
carried on an officer training programme for the Royal Canadian
Navy and the Reserve Force. Thus
students who are interested in the
Navy may avail themselves of training which will develop qualities of
leadership, loyalty, sound physique
and self-confidence, while preparing
themselves for commissions in the
Regular or Reserve Force.

Helicopter picking up a frogman at the annual familiarization cruise for U.B.C. faculty and students.

In all three plans
cadets are subsidized by the
Department of National Defense and in return guarantee
to serve a specified time in the
Regular Army as an Officer.
During 1962-63, the Contingent participated in such
Campus activities as Remem-

CO. tad
The Canadian Officer's
Training Corps has been on
the UBC Campus since 1928.
It provides military training
for future officers in the Canadian Army Militia.
In addition to the reserve
officer cadets of the COTC,
approximately one half UBC's
contingent strength is now
composed of regular force
personnel enrolled in the Regular Officer's Training Plan
(ROTP) and 45-month Meical and Dental Subsidization
Plans.

"C" Coy, UBC Contingent COTC
being inspected by the BC Area
Commander Brig. E. D. Danby on
the Annual Area Commander's Inspection, 1 Feb 63. Brig. Danby
is accompanied by 2/Lt W. W.
White, "C" Coy Commander
(left) and Lt Col F. A. Morrison,
Commanding Officer UBC Contingent COTC (rear).
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brance Day Services on the
11th of November and the
Tri-Service Parade on the 1st
of March. The Tri-Service
parade was inspected by the
Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia who also took
the salute.

varsity outdoor club

"Go where the skiing's good and the climbing's steady, you'll always find one. Winter
at Baker or Banff or Tod or Kimberley,
spring in Garibaldi, summer over the world,
past, present, and future, you'll find them
everywhere. It isn't just a dirty Brock hut,
nor the weekly meetings, neither is it the
$20,000 cabin on Mount Seymour, nor is it
the three day's honest work required before
joining, nor the weekend trips, nor the perpetual party, that makes one. It's sort of a
combination effect that makes VOC'er what
he/she/it is and whatever it is—it's worth
being one."
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judo club
When the U.B.C. Judo
Club was first organized
in the 1959-60 term, the
membership was only
twenty. Since then the
club has grown and now
there is an average of
forty to fifty men and
women turning out per
practice.
The club's purposes
are to promote interest
and proficiency in Judo,
and to hold tournaments
at set times for competition with different
clubs.
The major project of
the club is the annual
Judo tournament in the
War Memorial Gymnasium, open to all Judoka
of the Pacific North
West.

fencing club
Ask any member of the U.B.C Fencing Club what the aims
and objectives of his club are. Your most probable reply will be
a blank look.
However, the Fencing Club must have an objective or it never
would have been started, but this objective seems to have been
misplaced. So therefore, the club exists merely to provide the opportunity to learn to fence, to supply a semi-legitimate excuse for
parties, and to bring fencing, as a sport, to people who have never
seen it before.
Although this is one of the lesser known clubs, it has a high
record of achievement. For example, first place in men's foil in
the WCIAU championships of 1963, and a variety of smaller
tournaments such as the Kelowna Invitational.
In addition to giving instruction in men's and ladies' foil and
sabre combat, the club also has a demonstration team to introduce
fencing to any interested groups.
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ubc booster club
As a subsidiary organization of the Men's Athletic
Association, the Booster Club's job is to promote the
support of athletics on campus, and it does this with
the help of the cheerleaders and the Pep Band. Both
of these groups are associated with the Booster Club.
As a means of getting more support for athletic events
the club gives its members reduced admission to the
games and on trips that are made for athletic events.
The club feels that it can offer to each member "a
chance to have fun while meeting other people in all of
the other facets of university life and also the opportunity to gain some satisfaction through giving their
support and helping a team win or a project be successful."
Some of our big projects for the year included:
Clubs Day (how to lose your voice in one hour);
Homecoming (how to build a float in 72 hours and
see it come apart in 72 seconds); and Open House.
These, with all the other major sports events were
supported by the Booster Club.
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sailing club

When the UJ3.G Sailing Club was formed in 1959, its purpose was twofold: to promote sailing as a sport and recreation at the University, and to promote Intercollegiate Sailing in the Northwest and throughout North Amercia. To
achieve these ends, the club's membership of one hundred twenty is divided into
three groups: novices, skippers, and racing skippers. Instruction periods are held
every Saturday at the Royal Vancouver Yacht Club in Coal Harbour. The club's
six Penguin Class dinghies are in continuous use by capable skippers during the
week as welL
The men's and women's Thunderbird Sailing Team attend approximately
five regattas a year against other Pacific Northwest Colleges. For the past two
years these teams have been fortunate in competing in the North American Intercollegiate Championships.

ramblers
Ramblers Athletic Club gives its members an opportunity to participate in intramural sports. The club enters as many
teams into competition as the membership
warrants. Membership is open to all male
UJ3.C. students. Everyone must play or
manage at least one sport per year and attend club meetings. Since its founding in
1957, Ramblers has won the Intramural
Championship three times and has been
well up in the standings in the remaining
This year's executive is Tom Fell, President; Chuck McKee, Vice-President; Scott
Simpson, Secretary-Treasurer; Bob Redhead, Intramural Representative; Don McDermid, PRO-UCC Representative; Dave
Willis, Newsletter Editor.
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sports car club

The U.B.C. Sports Car Club continues to be one of the largest and
most active motor sport clubs in B.C. Its activities range from racing
through rallying and gymkhanas to an active social programme. They pride
themselves on keeping the club members busy the year round.
Every spring sees a few brave souls preparing their cars for Westwood,
usually with notable success. Bill Stevens in his big Lister Corvette was a
good example this year. Members also enter the production car classes,
particularly Vic Nightscales in his MGA.
The fall rallying programme began with the ever popular Totem
Rally, which this year was a regional championship event. Noon-hour
rallies kept the enthusiasts in condition until the big two-day Thunderbird
Rally into the interior in late January. The "T-Bird" is designed to bring
out the very best of driving and navigating skills, and to win it is a real
feather in one's rallying cap. But even the losers enjoyed the party at the
over-night stop.
The early spring activities centered around the gymkhana held in Port
Moody on a krge parking lot. Providing a lot of fun for both entrants and
spectators alike, it was the prelude to the summer racing season.
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dance club

Dance Club this year sponsored its second annual
Ballroom Dance Competition, in which forty couples
competed and over seven hundred spectators attended.
The Dance Club also held its third annual campuswide Jack O' Hearts Valentines dance.
By furthering interest in better dancing, the club
tries to keep a high standard of dancing proficiency
which is passed on at noon hours through student
instructors to over three hundred first year students.
The Bronze Medal class, open to beginning dancers,
is the first in a series of classes taught by Mr. Vincent
and Mrs. Donaldson, which caters to those who are
interested in dancing as a hobby.
The social aspect of dancing is not neglected. The
bi-monthly dances as well as bus trips to V.S. Ballroom and many private parties are an integral part of
the U.B.C Dance Club activities.
Instructors Mrs. Donaldson and Mr. Vincent demonstrate the waltz.

campus cavaliers

Beginners and old-timers alike have
been swingin' it three years in this campus club with two real-square student
callers: Gary Kehoe and Clare Hewson.
Week-ends have found us 'squarin' it'
in Seattle and clubs all over Vancouver,
as well as at our own Valentine's and IceWorm parties.
Our president: Lionel Hughes-Gaines.
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jazz society

Brubeck for breakfast, Mingus at midday
and Miles at midnight. If that's your beat
then Jazz Society is your style. Enjoy the
atmosphere, while you listen to the vast
collection of "way out".

musical society
Since 1920 the Musical Society has been dedicated to bringing
top calibre Broadway Musicals to the campus. The last years have
seen such shows as "Bye, Bye, Birdie," "Once Upon a Mattress" and
"Damn Yankees" and this year we proudly present "Li'l Abner."
Mussoc not only gives its members a chance to display their creative
talents, but also to work on a technical level, whether it be make-up,
painting, or set designing. Although rehearsals are long and hard,
most members find time to attend the Fall and Spring Formals, and
the numerous parties held throughout the year. Employing top professional directors, Mussoc provides for the campus and the rest of
Vancouver a chance to see musical comedy at its best.
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folk song society

Folk Song Society has a membership of over 200,
about 60 of whom are hard-core members who pack
themselves into hut B-ll amongst guitars, records,
tapes, song books and bridge games.
The Folk Song Society brings artists such as Tom
Drury, Tommy Northcott, Karen James and David
Shumka to the campus for concerts. "Member concerts" are held by the club every month and often
performers from around Vancouver come to perform for members. Also, the club offers organized
guitar and banjo lessons weekly for members. Constant practise goes on in the hut during the week.
An endless series of parties are included in the
activities.

choral society
The UBC Choral Society
is an entirely student operated group. Known for
almost 30 years as the University Glee Club, the Choir
changed its name in 1956
to coincide with its revised
policy of presenting annual
concerts of varied choral
works. Variety is one of the
basic characteristics of the
group, and in keeping with
this, musical selections are
chosen from almost every
facet of the choral repertory
—Broadway, classical, pop,
and folk songs.
In his second year as
Choir director is Mr. Allan
Wilke, B.Ed. Mr. Wilke is
a charter member of the
Choral Society and is a
member of the Vancouver
Opera Association.
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amateur radio society
Since 1924, the Amateur Radio Society
(affectionately known as Ham Soc) has been
serving the campus. Every year they pass
hundreds of messages around the province for
students who are away from home. Regular
schedules are maintained with other Canadian Universities in an Intercollegiate network.
The fifty members of the club gather each
day for conversation and communication with
other amateurs around the world.
The equipment contained in the 'Shack'
in Brock extension is improved yearly and
1963 saw the addition of a new radio-phone
transmitter which assisted in contacting stations from Capetown to Christchurch.

ubc radio

UBC Radio had its beginning in 1938 when a few students found
themselves bored during their lunch hours. To combat this, they plugged
in a gramaphone in the cafeteria and began spinning records.
Now, after 25 years, discs are still spinning but no longer in the
cafeteria. UBC Radio now occupies their own section of Brock Hall
on the campus, with sound-proof studios and control rooms, well over
$40,000 worth of equipment and over 50,000 individual record selections.
In the past year they added daily editorials and %-hour information
programs. They also sponsored two large dance parties, one in each term.
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film society
Cinema 16 is a group of students who work to bring quality
films to UBC. It is theoretically a non-profit organization, which
means breaking even, although they admit that this ideal situation
is not always attained.
The organization consists of 20 students who work to book,
finance and show films from all over the world. They estimate their
clientele at 1500. The group executive consists of Ed Hutchings,
President; Jack Smith, Vice; Nancy Barnett, Secretary; Garth Brown,
Treasurer; Tony Rief, Booking Manager; Marian McCrea, Information Officer; Graham Olney, Advertising Manager. Also connected
with Cinema 16 are Film Society and Film Services.
This year the group showed three series of films; French,
Russian and International. This involved a total of 24 productions
in all. Quality of production was greatly increased when at Christmas the group installed a new carbon-arc projector.

camera club
Put colour slide shows, criticisms, and competitions together and you have colour interest. Put black and white
competitions (along with the annual University Ben Hill-Tout
salon), black and white criticisms, field trips to the waterfront,
and portrait sessions to-gether and add the professional guidance of men like Fred Schiffer, Tony Archer, Peter Holbourne,
and Dr. Nicholls and you have active and worthwhile black
and white interest. Then mix in ninety enthusiastic members
and supply one well-equipped darkroom and studio. The result
. . . a successful U.B.C. Camera Club.

BOTTOM ROW: Dave Elliott, Vice President and Competition Chairman; Bonnie McCarthy, Secretary; John Tyrell, President. TOP ROW:
Bob Belhouse, Asst. Darkroom Manager; Steve King, Darkroom Manager; Ken Gillespie, Assistant Competition Chairman; George Mckay,
Treasurer.

ISO

student
christian movement

The S.C.M. attempts to help the student to
understand the worth of Christianity. It organizes
study groups for faculty and student, sponsors
lecture series, assists denominational chaplains
in reaching students, enables students to participate in an ecumenical fellowship.
The Movement is sponsored by the Canadian
Council of Churches, The World Student Christian
Federation, local churches, and interested laymen.
It also provides services for Christians and agnostics; for all who desire "to seek for the truth"
in the context of an "open" Christian community.

newman centre
The Newman Centre is a club for
Roman Catholic students on campus. The
Club's facilities are situated in St. Mark's
College. Here, in the comfortable lounge,
students can eat their lunch, talk, or just
relax. The students can attend Mass
in St. Mark's Chapel if they wish to.
Throughout the year the club sponsors
many activities. The annual five day
campus mission and Communion Suppers
are only some of these. The club's Intellectual Committee provides a series of
lectures on various religious study-discussion groups. The club is a vigorous
supporter and participant in intramural
games. Free monthly talent nights are
held, with entertainment from the sublime to the ridiculous. An annual formal
as well as a party for underprivileged
children are some of the main social
events.
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gamma delta
The Lutheran students
of Gamma Delta have two
objectives: Christian knowledge and Christian Service. They spend Wednesday
noons in listening and discussion. This year's program included talks from:
a representative of Casavant Freres on organs, an
architect on church architecture, the Director of the
Student Mental Health Service, a professor from the
English department on
"Pessimism in Modern Literature", the Lutheran Students' chaplain, Rev. H.
Fox, on "Fatalism and Divine Intervention", and a
student intern on "What do
you mean, The Church".
Topics are usually followed by after-discussions
in the Brock club room
over a cup of coffee. There
1S a growing library in the BOTTOM ROW: Bruni Geddert, Diane Haverstock. TOP ROW: Rev. H. Fox, Jack Renedbach, Ron Gaertner, Tony Vick.

club room with books covering many student problems and controversial subjects.

christian
science
The main purpose of the
Christian Science Organization on campus is to provide members of the University an opportunity to
learn about Christian Science as taught in the Bible
and in their textbook 'Science and Health with Key
to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy, the discoverer
and founder of Christian
Science.
They do this by holding
regular testimonial meetings, maintaining a Christian Science Study Room
and holding at least one
Christian Science lecture by
a member of the Christian
Science Board of Lectureship on the campus each
year.
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publications office
The Publications Office is a busy little
corner of North Brock, just outside the
lounge. This office sees hundreds of visitors
—complaints, customers, clients, the curious,
and others. There are also three permanent
residents. One is the Co-ordinator of Publications, this year in the person of Laurie
Frisby, whose job is arranging the finances
and other details of campus student publications. A second is the local Advertising
Manager, an office held this year by Bert
McKinnon, and the third is Mrs. Dores the
long-suffering secretary to the whole affair.
The Publications, or "Pubs" office as it is
called in Brock circles, is responsible for the
Totem, the Ubyssey, and Bird Calls. As a
consequence, its budget exceeds $50,000 each
year. Bearing this in mind, it is easy to see
why the Pubs Office is directly responsible
to the AMS for its activities.

Laurie Frisby
Co-ordinator

Mrs. Dore
Secretary

Bert McKinnon
Advertising Manager

Bob McKay
Advertising Assistant
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Head photographer Paul Clancy and Queens editor Lilian Freedman suggesting improvements.

a totem s t a f f . . .
high stools and pencils
white paper and pictures
layout sheets and grad class counts
brown envelopes and old ubysseys
decks of cards and bridge tallies
lost glossies and missing sheets
scotch tape and staplers
bulletin boards and letters from friends
wet umbrellas and coats
cameras and brief cases
deadlines and dilemmas
lunches and apple cores
salt shakers and vinegar bottles
drafting boards and confusion
the big 3 and lost afternoons
car pools and no money . . .

Organizations editor Ellen Sommers and layout men Jim Sutherland and John
Schreiber solving problems.

Assistant editor Diane Mullenax and Copy editor
Dave Gower.

And so on! Totem is people; people loafing, working, people playing, people missing.
Totem is organizations; organizations we can
never catch, organizations that never leave
us alone. Totem is also problems; too much
space for this, too little space for that, no
space at all for this other, too much time for
panic, too little time to make the deadline,
no time for incidentals such as essays or exams. But what the hell, we love it.

December morning session with Scott Mclntyre, editor, and Marcia Quail, layout.
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. . . and a ubyssey staff

Editor Mike Hunter and Managing
Editor George Railton concoct a
newspaper.

Photographer Don Hume after a boat race.

The Ubyssey, continued its tradition of winning the national colelge paper awards — picking up the
Southam Trophy for general excellence and the Bracken Trophy for
excellence in editorial writing.

Backing editor Mike Hunter were
his editorial board members: Keith
Bradbury, Dave Ablett, Mike Horsey, Dick Simeon, George Railton,
Don Hume, Ron Riter, Tim Padmore, Maureen Covell, and Donna
Morris.

Critics Editor, Roon Riter, City Editor, Mike Horsey and News Editor Dave Ablett.

It began the year with a campaign
against vice and immorality in public places and followed through by
chasing all blue bowler hats off the
Fort Camp beaches. Their underground movement, The R-Squad,
carried on faithfully — taking the
brunt of ghost cars, radar traps and
Sgt. Thompson.
Assistant News
Editor Tim Padmore.

Editor Mike Hunter led his crew
of pubsters through six or seven
blasts known as Pub Parties.
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Asn

honourary sorority

delta sigma pi
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FRONT ROW: Anne Smith, Chris Chrystal, Dorma Pearson, Zenna
Jones, Wendy Moir, Kathleen Hobson. BACK ROW: Kathy Spearing, Pat Nichols, Tove Monsen, Donna Norris, Barb Robertson, Ann
McAfee, Sheila Leddingham, Vera Clemora, Inge Williams.

2TX

honourary fraternity

sigma tau chi

FRONT ROW: C. Bowering, D. Dickinson, K. Mitchell, D. Stanley, T. Skupa. SECOND ROW: C. Hansen, F. Millerd, P. Penz,
R. Munro, M. Sinclair, M. Scott, K. Dobell. BACK ROW: J.
Ward, R. Tse, S. Aspinall, B. Redmond, D. Feltham, N. Chippendale, K. Tolman, B. McKay, T. Nisbet, D. Way. ABSENT: M.
Coleman, G. Gaibraith, K. Hodkinson, M. Hunter, E. Lavalle, G.
Peter, P. Shepard.
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ted chamberlain: rhodes scholar
This is Ted Chamberlain, our Rhodes Scholar for 1963. You're
lucky to see him standing still like this, for when he's not looking in
libraries for research on his Honours English and Math courses, he's either
skiing, swimming, canoeing, claying rugby, tennis or is at a Zeta Psi
meeting. Ted is off to Oxford next year for more studies, more sports,
and more fun — and we wish him the very best of luck in everything
that he does.
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pan-hellenic
executive
Louise Norris, Sue Hedley, Norma Scott, Tove Monsen, Marg Wilson, Nancy Worthen, Freyda Berman.

AAn

alpha
delta
Pi
FRONT ROW: Tove Monsen, Joan Perkins, Chris Green, Joan Young, Chrys Chrystal (President), Gail Flitten, Jan Ferguson, Nancy
Symmes, Sandy Senbergs, Maureen Horton, Joy Fraser. MIDDLE ROW: Diane Robinson, Donna Marie Davidson, Audrey Symington, Ann Mercer, Jan Daly, Marcia Vale, Liz Leroux, Jean Siddall, Nancy Goodrich, Sue Best, MaryLou Donald, Carolyn Tough,
Karen Purdy, Linda Muir, Florence Kepper. BACK ROW: Diane Hood, Fran Blankenbach, Joan Phillips, Carolyn MacLean, 8 B H
i V l W Pat Ellis, Joan Johnstone, Kerry Anderson, Diane Kirby, Jill Eades, Jean Groome, Diane Timms, Ann Archibald, Barbara Kellas,
Lynn MacKenzie, Jackie Lye. MISSING: Barb Trueman, Marilyn Gale, Mary Harford, Mary James, Joyce Nichifork, Louise Samann, Ann Wyness.
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AIA

•

alpha
gamma
delta
BACK ROW: M. Bain, N. Mitchell, B. Black, B. Buller, G. Watson, M. Wright, A. Davidson, A. Griffiths, S. Harmer. MIDDLE
ROW: D. Ulrich, J. Evans, A. Grauer, J. Scott, I. Dougherty, L. Byers, W. Irish, L. Atherlon, L. Grimwood.
FRONT ROW: B.
Foreman, D. MacLean, K McNamara, S. Sargent, L. Chalklin, N. Worthen, G. Krass, G. Gavin, H. Shepherd, P. Berry.

Aon

alpha
omicron
Pi
FIRST ROW: L. Robson, J. Ikoda, J. Budnick, M. Stasiv, Z. Jones, B. Impeh, L. Barr, J. Smith. SECOND ROW: E. Momtalbetti,
S. Harrison, C Jacobs, D. Donald, M. Ross, W. Gibson, M. Ireton, M. Johnstone, L. Robinson, G. Winnitoy, J. Brown, J. Eden, M.
Metke, P. Shanahan. BACK ROW: E. Evans, P. Slater, C. Hawthorne, L. Grant, R. Belyea, J. Mitchell, C Schwengers, D. GcJlner,
P. McClenaghan, S. Belmas, D. Dicmanis, K. Gretchen, J. Hollinger, S. Burke, L. Nairn. MISSING: J. Holloway, B. Edwards, M.
Farr, P. Gillies, L. Larson.
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AO

alpha
phi
FRONT ROW: Gerry Whittaker, Sue Hedley, Norma Scott, Sally Dumaresq, Betty Balden, Joanne VanNes, Dianne Hay, Judi Bauman.
MIDDLE ROW: Judy Hagemoen, Lorna Hegdahl, Shirley Blackburn, Elizabeth Wood, Carolyn Wright, Sharon Hall, Eleanor Ross,
Carol Smallbone, Sue Tuning, Marilyn McFadyen, Billie Cohen, Linda Wilkin. BACK ROW: Ruth Moir, Ingrid Wennberg, Jocelyn
Kent, Anne Ronson, Virginia Hamilton, Brenda Cowie, Merle Samis, Barbara Johnston, Margaret Johnston, Margaret Lendrum, Jill
Clarridge, Phyllis Mysko, Viki Hildreth, Lynda Clarridge. MISSING: Dayelle McPhie, Marilyn Lacey, Etta Weinstein.
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delta
gamma

FRONT ROW: Studell Webster, Pam Croll, Anna Whitley, Susanne Clarke, Gail Crighton, Leslie Rae, Stevie Dahl, Sandy Plant,
Wendy Baker, Lee Matheson, Lynn Kelly. SECOND ROW: Donna Kirkman, Linda Wilson, Sue DuMoulin, Elizabeth McAulay, Cheryl
McRae, Paddy Maitland, Laurie Jackson, Barb Matheson, Penny Hopkins, Leslie King, Wendy Smith, Barb Wolsey, Paula Marlatt.
THIRD ROW: E. Travers, Jane Hyslop, K. Johnston, V. Huntingdon, T. Burt, C. Begg, S. Paulson, S. Watson, C Cleveland, A. Elliot,
W. Hanson, W. Barty. ABSENTEES: L. Gorman, I. Marteinsson, L. Dryer, J. McKay, C. Crabtree.
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FRONT ROW: L. Korbm, N. Kestern, J. Chernoff, F. Berman, C. Berman. SECOND ROW: C. Graham, B. Kister, B. Donner, S. Wasel,
D. Nemetz.

roB

gamma
phi
beta
FRONT ROW: J. Harris, S. Watson, D. Armstrong, M. Merilees, B. Bellinger, J. Alexander, D. Dryer, C. Campbell, G. MacFarlane,
R. Ferris. SECOND ROW: P. Sturmanis, S. Jackson, J. Good, L. Husband, S. Ellet, C Watt, M. Wallis, S. Piggott. THIRD ROW: R.
Rae, J. Gaudin, L. McLaren, N. Hodge, K. Caple, W.Stewart, S. Sutherland. P. Dunfield, E. Dingwall, A. Green. MISSING: B. Bie,
S. Craig, A. Finn, A. Rindle, C. Rivers, J. Wheaton, M. Wilson.
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kappa
alpha

theta
FRONT ROW: S. Brawn, J. Williams, L. Snetsinger, J. McDougald, K. Hobson, C. Fielder, J. Francis, L. Morris, R. Gariepy, L. Skeith.
MIDDLE ROW: S. Hughes, A. Henslow, J. Wilton, P. Campbell, B. Ellis, S. Peterson, S. Elliot, L. Robertson, R. McRae, M. Jackson,
J. Fowler, J. Gilliland, C. Wetten, L. Ramsey, J. Urge. BACK ROW: A. Gibson, S. Harvey, A. Mathisen, L. Warren, S. Garner, H.
Makepiece, S. Ledingham, L. Manson, S. Turnbull, L. Muir, D. Collier, J. Shepherd, K. Abermith, J. Curtis, L. Hutchinson, J. Lakes.
MISSING: B. Bowman, C. Brayley.

kappa
kappa
gamma
FRONT ROW: Sheryl Wilson, Joan Pountney, Susan Macintosh, Bronwen Curtis, Susan Cornwall, Lee Muller, Susan Downes, Vicki
Frost. MIDDLE ROW: Joanne Hamilton, Josie Bellows, Denny Frost, Ann Rankin, Ruth Dumont, Linda Owen, Barb Streight, Patty
Sandquist, Brita Shaw, Sally Abbott, Susan Jamieson. BACK ROW: Leslie Gowan, Denise Therrian, Jennifer Burke, Judi Fox, Cheryl
Gilroy, Pat Donovan.Sandra Horie, Gay Sharp, Carole Perfonic, Maureen O'Leary, Susan Lundell, Caroline Spankie.
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interfraternity
council
D. Paravantes, D. Skillings, G. Sutherland, S. Marks, D. Hood.

AAO

/

f

?

t "f f I

alpha
delta
phi
FRONT ROW: Denny Moorhead, Fred Pearson, Ken Burnett, John Hamilton, Rick McGraw, Bob Stewart, Tom MacRury, Bill Harvey,
Robin Elliott, Greg MacDonald. SECOND ROW: Bill Atkinson, Lionel Walker, Keith Ewart, Jim Ashby, John Humphries, Barry Hall,
Gregg Mercer (President), Doug Hager, Colin Dobson, Pete Braund, Jim Galloway, Dale Douglas, Brian Lewis. THIRD ROW: John
Rogers, Chris Payne, Barry Rhodes, Ron Frew, Fred Hume, Frank Dembicki, Mike Delf, Cory Stewart, Tim Koepke, Pete Russell, Howard
Faulkner, Tom Fletcher, Brian McRae. FOURTH ROW: Gary Taylor, Bill Murray, Ed Paterson, Murray Spracklin, Ken Cormack, Dave
Rimmer, Bill Stephens, Paul Cote, Jack Gerow, Dino Milos, Court Brousson, Steve Hunter, Dave Graham, Doug Race, Don Scott, Gerry
Curie, Al Gernes,ABSENTEES: Rolf Paterson, Scott Monroe, Bruce Russell.
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FIRST ROW, left to right: R. Ward, B. Tully, L. Warner, T. Conover, P. Melson, V. Lalgee, M. Fullerton, D. Peterson, V. Summerson, D. Urban. SECOND ROW: R. McDonald, G. Filling* r, W. Fester, C. Montalbetti, D. Hay, T. Lake, D. Madely, H.
Meixner, M. Powell, D. Evans. THIRD ROW: J. Stinson, J. Hay, D. Stoutley, D. Little, M. Parker, R. Drakik, P. Spicer, D.
Whitehead, J. Ward, G. Reinzuck. MISSING: G. Iwata, J. Sutherland, A. Mein, G. Klassen, T. Tough.

FRONT ROW, left to right: DicA Grayston, Dennis Coates, Rob Peebles, Reid Dobell, Dale Frandsen, Bob Gordon, Steve Nichol,
Gary Murdock, Brian Huston, Chris Williams. SECOND ROW: Brian Hemsworth, Jack Murchison, Scott Mclntyre, Jim McJannet, Steve Hume, Dave Kirk, BasU Haylock, Dick Mosher, Rudy Yussep, Barry Hughes, Brian Cicozzi, Mike Towill, Bob Shorthouse, Bob Harris, Hugh Skillings. THIRD ROW: Dave Skillings, Doug Reeve, Dick Hooper, John Coates, Barry McDell, George
Peter, Dennis Stewart, Dave Wooliams, Gary Stevenson, Bob Bailey, John Reydal, Al Lee. FOURTH ROW: Ron Pohl, Mike Farquhar, Ken Annandale, Dave Robertson, Don Brooks, Kerry Egdell, Carl dejong, Jim Sutherland, Al Campbell, Wayne Mclntyre,
Rick Leckie, Dave McKee, Bob Mason, Phil George, Ralph Drexel, Rick Charles, Byron Hender, Dean Alexander, Bruce Arbo.
BACK ROW: Chris Barratt, Bill Trant, Bob Calder, Bob Brownel, Bill Ingledew, Ed Lavalle, Gavin Hume, Stu McLaughlin, John
Schreiber.Mike Freeman, Tom Turner, Herb Walker, Ernie Kepper.
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AKE

delta
kappa
epsilon
FRONT ROW: S. Ozumi, B. Moore, J. Wong, P. Sunderland, L. Jones, D. Low, B. Dick, D. Graham, G. Storey, D. Loeppkij. SECOND
ROW: D. Shore, B. Statton, R. Johnston, H. Hofer, B. Pickett, K. Pearson, B. Grant, G. Barrett, J. McDougall, M. McKurtoff. THIRD
ROW: J. Blair, D. Hunter, G. Reid, J. Kennedy, J. Routledge, P. Shipton, R. Solly, R. Urquhart, M. Bartlett.

AT

delta
upsilon
FRONT ROW: B. Uchiyama, D. Kennedy, G. Sakata, A. Bower, J. Silbernagle, K. Doi, R. Uyede. SECOND ROW: B. MacDonald, A.
Rose, J. Nolan, S. Gardner, J. Hymen, C. Copeland, G. Fribance. THIRD ROW: J. Tha, W. Canil, G. Cochrane, T. Keirstead, A.
Hanson, B. Davidson, A. Dahlo, J. Cambell, L. Suzuki, F. Sturrock, E. Erickson, D. Hare. FOURTH ROW: D. Leishman, D. Taylor,
A. McRae, B. Duncan, B. Morrison, P. Hyde, A. McLellan, W. Martens, R. Leeson, J. Collie, G. Ross. FIFTH ROW: R. Taylor, B.
Ross, S. Hawryluk, G. Francis, M. Crane, E. Scarlett, M. Rabinovitch, M. Trueman, B. Holm, L. Cooper, B. Hadaway, B. Galbraith,
D. Teja, B. McConnell, G. Hudson, M. Ruehlen, K. McQuhae, R. Taylor, J. Littlehales.
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•.*^^i»*,

«s^»

~*r
kappa
sigma

FRONT ROW: W. Steele, G. Bennett, G. Kent, D. Andow, L. Huculak, J. Hatchett, G. Anselmo. SECOND ROW: A. Komm, D.
Dunlop, G. Storie, R. Guisti, P. McDonald, C. Smith, G. Stevens, J. Boskovich, K. Preston. THIRD ROW: W. Bremner, C. Smith,
D. Denwood, P. Bildfell, K. Henderson, E. Bradley, L. Jannis, D. Capstick, D. Leckie, R. Ludwigson, J. Douglas. FOURTH ROW:
G. Spitz, T. Harris, R. Murray, G. Matthews, L. Schmid, J. MacPherson, M. Zlotnik, W. Scott, P. 0*Leary, F. Tack, D. Craig, R.
Guthrie, M. Swan, K. Tierney, L. Stadnyck. BACK ROW: L. Slade, D. Surgenson, B. Bayne, E. Storie, G. Hales, B. Griffith, G.
Agi, R. Danchuk, R. Simpson, W. Laughton, G. Cunningham.

BACK ROW: G. Davies, M. Hughes, I. Morton, P. Beckmann, D. Kester, G. Sutherland, M. Hanna, D. Bensted, J. Kalbfleisch.
FOURTH ROW: J. Craig, S. Budgen, J. Gaudin, J. Elliot, B. Bentz, C. Bowman, G. Atkinson, E. Savics, L. Anderson. THIRD
ROW: R. Lancaster, A. Panteleyev, B. Horie, D. Cranstoun, B. Murdock, R. Kincade, D. Thorpe. FRONT ROW: J. Hudson, G.
Brady, R Goepel, B. Thorpe, R. Simituk. MISSING: J. Campbell, R. Hutton-Potts, W. Kennedy, G. Megaw, D. Morrison, L. Pawson, D. Reid, L. Reynolds, K. Reynolds, A. Searle, J. Taylor, M. Wells, F. Wright, R. Abercrombie.
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Ph
gamma
delta
FRONT ROW: J. Palmer, D. Hermonson, B. Crosby, G. Lorimer, J. Ardon, M. Hakkett, S. Green, P. Stewart, B. Dallin, K. Robinson,
R. Corter, B. Doell. SECOND ROW: I. Donald, B. Murdock, M. Clay, B. McFarlane, C. McDougall, D. Monk, L. Wilson, J. MacDonald, D. Cave, M. MacAvity, J. Faulkes, B. Reid, S. Foster. THIRD ROW: C. Pentland, T. Cummings, B. Lang, B. McCouslon, D.
Kilbey, B. Dorword, R. Hawksworth, M. Schlengerman, K. Vickers, B. Cutler, G. Galbraith, K. Gardiner, K Pearse, S. Sommerville.

phi
kappa
FRONT ROW: Mike Zaitsoff, Mike Wardlo, Dave Grigg, Scott Vanatter. SECOND ROW: Ken Leitch, Neil Matheson, Lance Kennedy,
Ed Konkin, Larry Christianson, Jim Bare, Sam Sheloff. THIRD ROW: Keith Hayes, Jack Polonicoff, Tom Tomlin, Dick Weir, Toni
Wattie, Wayne Clarke, Pat Colbert, Tom Knott, Alroy Fishier, Ed Aim.
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BACK ROW, left to right: R. Jawl, K. Gibney, M. Sing, P. Kobliuk. CENTER ROW: J. Larmer, F. Tatlow, D. Buss, J. Smith,
C. McLeod, M. King, B. Coates. FRONT ROW: T. Cuddeford, J. Smith, W. Smith, M. Foreman, F. Guloien. MISSING: J.
Rode, G. Pellet, N. MacKenzie, H. Cox, M. McDonald, A. Bain, B. Finley.

fT

psi

upsilon
BACK ROW, left to right: Bob Ardiel, Mike Sommers, Doug Moss, Peter Steele, Don Soane, Gary McDonnell, Chris Thomson,
John Stibbard, John Gordon, Steve Elms, Terry La Liberte, Ralph Kennedy, Ted Beaubier. THIRD ROW: Roy Foster, Brian
Usher, Rev. Arthur Goodman, Henry Quan, Jim Paterson, Robin Fitzgerald, Bob Bloom, Hugh Miller, Jim McCague, Mike Hoole,
Rolph Alden, Brian Williams, Dave Borch. SECOND ROW: Dave Willis, Dave McDiarmid, Bob Lewis, Peter McWilliams, David
Buchanan, Chuck Bishop, Laurie Frisby, Dennis Yardley, Jack Arnet, Ken Hick. FRONT ROW: Wayne Telford, Barry Birtch,
Ian Muter, Kent Swinburne, Mike Pearson, M.P., Mai Telford, Graham Phillips, John Sieffert, Greg Helem.
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XX

sigma
chi
BACK ROW: B. Lemiski, R. Atkinson, A. Doulis,. G. Kindrasky, W. Gottschau, G. Halburt, A. Radcliffe, J. Postle, P. Werz, J.
Dryburgh. MIDDLE ROW: R. Callow, S. McMaster, G. Walkinshaw, B. Partridge, J. Brighton, R. Stevenson, R. Miranda, R. Orieux, D. Watson, N. Easton, D. Walker, S. Norman. FRONT ROW: S. Anderson, D. Gold, S. D'Aquino, E. Meleka, B. Olmsted, K.
Smith, D. Garling, W. Knight, L. Dubois, .PMelmas, B. Sookochoff, R. Affleck.

2<DA

sigma
phi
delta
FRONT ROW: Stu Groom, Mike Samis, John Schuss, Bob Warman, David Maywood, Mike Seth, Heroshi Nishimura, Dave Sarton,
Art Wild, Rick Acres, Don Lefevre. BACK ROW: Peter Jacabi, Jack Selby, Harold Davis, Chuck Ikona, Eric Newell, Art Stevenson, Theo Kelner, Ranchy Kerr, Les Groberman, Bob Armstrong. MISSING: Ray Suzak.
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ZBT

zeta
beta
tau
FRONT ROW: P. Berger, D. Trager, A. Abrahamson, D. Soren, B. Davis, R. Vechter, M. Waldman, A. Kaplan, L. Herbert, I. Weiss.
SECOND ROW: G. Averback, T. Izen, D. Segal, B. Seidelman, T. Goodman, P. Brawnstein, M. Weinstein, F. Berman, J. Weiner,
A. Cohn, L. Harowitz. THIRD ROW: P. Yacht, H. Libby, G. Robinson, J. Goldstein, B. Turner, L. Wosk, P. Rose, H. Groberman.
FOURTH ROW: L. Balshine, S. Groberman, L. Lacterman, L. Smiley, E. Nagler, R. Gutkin, K. Glasner, L. Sears, E. Paul, S. Marks.

PRESIDENT: Peter Bernard. MISSING: R. Baker, S. Argue, B. Campbell, T. Chamberlin, T. Chambers, H. Charters, B. Cooper, }>.
Critoph, E. Grande, B. Mall, B. Henson, T. Hodgins, G. Hun&rford, A. Hutton, J. Kerr, E. Killam, J. Lang, C McCulloch,, D. McPhedran^H. McLaughlin, J. Osburn, L. Parr, ~ " t r t * »-*-- " "
•••" •
- ' • •
. . - - . . _ - - .
F. Waters, D. Wilson, C Yorath, D. Barnh
J. Gibson, S. Gill, B. Healey, G. Hughes.
T. Shepard, R. Sinclair, G. Blount, G. M
Madrag, H. McGregor.
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Admiral George Peter, Beta
Theta Pi, trying to sail a
ship at Mardi Gras.

BELOW: One, two, three
and hop - step - arabesque fling wheel The Alpha Delts
floating into their presentation in aid of king candidate John Black.
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mardl gras

mardi gras

mardl gras

mardi gras

The fog is self-explanatory.

pep meet
The Greek Letter Societies held their twenty-fourth
annual Mardi Gras January 23, 24 and 25 at the
traditional Commodore Cabaret.
This year Mardi Gras laughed at London and every
activity involved St. Trinian Girls, historical characters,
the British Navy, the English workers, bobbies, Soph
girls, and even the Royal family.
The twenty-fourth annual event was also the most
financially successful in Mardi Gras history. When
the books were balanced a sum of ten thousand dollars
was donated to Muscular Dystrophy research at the
university.
The 1964 Mardi Gras programme followed traditional lines with the official beginning at a pep meet
held in the War Memorial Gymnasium. Over three
thousand students were attracted to the Gym by the
Vancouver fireman's band which began playing the
minute classes ended. Twelve fraternities and nine
sororities presented skits and entertainment and a
local folk singer closed the programme with several
numbers.

178

bazaar and dance
The activities moved to Commodore Thursday night where fraternities ran games of skill and the
sorority girls sold soft drinks and
food. The annual Bazaar was expanded to include a male and female
fashion show with king and queen
candidates modeling. The traditional
king cake auction opened the program. Over thirty prizes were
awarded in the raffle draw. The
evening ended with a preview of
the Mardi Gras floor show.

At the cake auction.

Someone just tickled him.

Sacrifice at the bazaar. A happy D.U.

176

1964 saw the floorshow expand to
over fifty participants. The lively
song-and-dance routine took place
in an English pub.
Friday and Saturday night, the
traditional charity costume ball took
place with King John Black and
Queen Linda Chalklin reigning over
the festivities. An increased attendance was recorded over recent years.
Doug Kirk's band provided music
for dancing and for. the floorshow.
The coordinators of the twentyfive-member organizational committee were Alison Green, Gamma Phi
Beta, and Barry McDell, Beta Theta
Pi.
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mardi gras
mardi gras
mardi gras
mardi gras
mardi gras
mardi gras
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For many years, and in many ways, Dairyland has
worked closely with UBC to help our dairy
farmers and to perfect dairying techniques and
dairy products in B.C.
Dairyland's contribution has included whole-hearted
cooperation with UBC Faculties and the
donation of bursaries and scholarships to promising
agriculture students. In addition, UBC graduates
are at work in various Dairyland departments,
and of course, Dairyland milk and dairy foods
are enjoyed on the campus every day.
We are very proud of this long, happy association
with British Columbia's university.

VpOJIUjtanar

182

a division of the
Fraser Valley Milk Producers Association

t f t j w n y l ^ (tumjumtjINCORPORATED ZW MAY 1 6 7 a

SUCCESS....
— favourable termination of a venture. Now meet the future with the
confidence of being well dressed!
The visual impression you create
often determines your continued ascendancy. Match your clothes with
your ambitions . . . shop the Bay's
men's wear departments for fashions
that are ahead in quality, and always
first in style.
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Guufagto"*
PRESCRIPTION PHARMACISTS
OVER
50
STORES
SERVING B. C.
OVER
50
YEARS

Herman

Roy
YOUR CAMPUS BARBER

Peter Van Dyke
Brock Extension

Your fiancee's pride in her ring will
be a lasting reflection of your good
taste and judgement.

U3.C. THUNDERBIRD WINTER

SPORT CENTRE

Choose it with care and confidence at a
recognized and reputable dealer.

O. B. ALLAN, LTD.

Public Skating
Curling
Skating Parties
Scrimmage Hockey
Thunderbird Hockey
Dancing & Banquets

Granville at Pender
Vancouver
Registered Jewellers

American Gem Society

Ask About Our
STUDENTS BUDGET ACCOUNT
"OUR 60th YEAR OF SERVICE"
184

South End of Westbrook Crescent
Ph. CA 4-3205
UBC Loc 365

Times may change...
but Jenkins
high standards
remain
Products may be modified, new developments
incorporated, new techniques utilized — but
Jenkins standards of quality and craftsmanship
remain as high as that day, in 1869, when "A Fair
Offer" was first published.

A Fair Offer
"// you will put a Jenkins Valve, recommended for
your particular service,on the worst place you can find
—where you cannot keep other valves tight—and if it
is not perfectly tight or it does not hold steam, oil,
acids, water or other fluids longer than any other valve,
you may return it and your money will be refunded"

For more than 90 years buyers of Jenkins valves
have been given this unparalleled assurance, Inviting test of Jenkins performance, not merely In
average applications, but rather in the very toughest
you can find.
It is republished from time to time as a reminder
that these constant high standards are an integral
part of every'Jenkins valve you buy. Jenkins Bros.
Limited, Lachine, Que.

JENKINS
%m VALVES ;

•

SOLD THROUGH LEADING DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE

• • . • • —
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ffiufinga^er s M d t mm&L ¥<rwfej,
tetadd
abridge of great bwhj,
)M a recKLess ijowig man,
]k(m Ms car cm,
])om came ear,
down came bridge
doum, came ¥mbj
7% sfaferf wto would like to rise,
Muse this saving stratagem—
A bit each mek in the B of Ml

rnjii

BANK OF MONTREAL^
&uuuU& "Pint &««A(oi StmCoUt

7$-The Bank where Students' accounts are warmly welcomed
Your Bank on the Campus—In the Administration Building: MERLE C. KIRBY, Mgr.
WORKING
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WITH

CANADIANS

IN

EVERY

WALK

OF

LIFE

SINCE

1817

S^iyn

of a S^mart

^3Aawper

H/o«W<is
Downtown Vancouver

Oakridge

Park Royal

New Westminster
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Canada's first-since 1833
THE

STANDARD LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

1281 West Georgia Street
Vancouver 5, B.C.
MUtual 2-3711

188

690 Broughton Street
Victoria, B.C.
EVergreen 5-7321

Tflmscmel
PAINTS & WOOD FINISHES
for
GUARANTEED

PROTECTION

at U.B.C. and
Throughout the West

GENERAL PAINI CORPORATION
OF

CANADA

LIMITED

950 Raymur Ave., Vancouver

Just between us men!
Do you know that Birks selection of Diamond Engagement Rings
at $200.00 is the largest and most attractive in town? You may
choose any style you wish for only $20.00 down— r the balance
in twelve equal monthly payments. We will be happy to show you
these handsome rings at any time for they are rings that any girl
would wear with pride. Comparison will prove that dollarfor-dollar each is a value that
can't be matched.

BIRKS

MU 5-6211
DOWNTOWN: GRANVILLE AT GEORGIA
ALSO: PARK ROYAL AND OAKRIDGE SHOPPING CENTRES
THE NAME YOU KNOW YOU CAN TRUST IN DIAMONDS
188

REGULAR OFFICER TRAINING
PLAN
The Department of National Defence, through the
Regular Officer Training Plan (ROTP), sponsors a programme of university education and leadership training for selected numbers of young men who have the
potential to become officers in the Royal Canadian
Navy, the Canadian Army, or the Royal Canadian
Air Force.
University undergraduates taking suitable courses, are
eligible to apply for enrollment in the Service of their
choice, at any time during any undergraduate year.
The Department of National Defense provides:
k
k
k
k
k
k

Tuition and other essential fees
$75 each year to purchase books and instruments
$73 per month pay throughout the year
$65 per month living allowance
Free medical and dental care
Annual leave (30 days plus travelling time) with pay and allowances,
usually after the summer training period
k twenty evenings of training during the academic year

A UBC student may apply at any time direct to the Resident Staff Officer of the Service of his choice, at the
Armoury.

ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY
Lieutenant Commander H. R. Irving — CA 4-3313

CANADIAN ARMY
Captain E. R. Barnes —CA 4-5433

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
Flight Lieutenant R. B. Robinson —CA 4-1910

188

Remember

The University of British
Columbia

BOOK S T O R E
When You Need
— Texts

— Reading Material
— Sundry Supplies
Open Mon.-Fri. 8:45 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.

Phone Loc. 841
'Filling the Complete Needs of the U.B.C. Student."
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WHERE COLLEGE MEN SHOP!

Traditional
Clothing
At
Its Finest

THE

LIONS DEN
Vancouver, Canada

771 Granville Street

182

We Invite
You To
Shop Where
Most Men Do

MU 1-2934

NEAR YOU TO SERVE YOU!
You'll find that there's a branch of the
Commerce close-by, with a friendly,
efficient staff ready to be of assistance to
you. Whatever your banking needs, see
Commerce, first!

CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE
OVER 1260 BRANCHES TO SERVE YOU
MM4I
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COLLEGE PRINTERS LTD.
Commercial and Social Printers
and Publishers
PRINTERS OF THE UBYSSEY
2015 W . 12th Ave.

REgent 6-4401

VANCOUVER 9, B.C.

Clothing Designed for the Discriminating Man

CLINTON'S MENS WEAR

•

Montreal Trust Company
EXECUTORS & TRUSTEES
VANCOUVER, B.C.
466 Howe Street
310 Oakridge Shopping Centre
41st and Cambie Street

VICTORIA, B.C.
1111 Government Street

TREK-IN!
Actually, most people prefer to
drive-in to a White Spot. But
however you plain to get
there, the result of your
effort is guaranteed to
be pure eating
satisfaction.

GRANVILLE
DINING ROOM
Granville at 67th

OAKRIDGE
DINING ROOM

742 Granville Street
Vancouver
Featuring: Progress and Shiffer-Hillman Suits
Aquascutum Topcoats — Nunn-Bush Shoes
Arrow Shirts
Designed Expressly for the Young Man

" The Store With the Diamond Dotted I'

Ullllers

Jewelers to the People of British Columbia

if Bridal Bouquet Diamonds
ir Famous Brand Name Watches
k English Bone China Dinnerware
k Silverware
£-Fashion Jewelry
-fcGift Items

Special Discount to Students

Oakridge Shopping Centre
41st at Cambie
10 DRIVE-INS

flUkr*

655 GRANVILLE
MU 3-6651
47 W. HASTINGS
MU 2-3801
622 COLUMBIA
NEW WESTMINSTER
LA 6-3771

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, CHINA, FINE JEWELRY
194

photograph: paul clancy
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With the Compliments of
THE

MOYAL TEUST
COMPANY
CANADA'S LEADING EXECUTOR AND TRUSTEE

W
VICTORIA

VANCOUVER

KELOWNA

Transistor Radios
Records
Stereo
Hi-Fi
Fine Furniture and Electrical Appliances

THOMSON & PAGE
LTD.
2914 Granville Street

738-5144

Customer Parking at Standard Station

13th and Granville

for ALL PRINTING
AND OFFICE SUPPLIES

TR. 6-5591
MURPHY STATIONERY CO. LTD. -
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ISI WEST S.h AVENUE. VANCOUVER 10, B.C.

KEEP

Jantzen of Canada Limited

SMILING

196 Kingsway

Vancouver 10, B.C.

MURRAY GOLDMAN
"Clothes individually styled for the
young man going places."

Three Stores to Serve You Best

*774 Granville St.
Ph. 685-5536
*164 W. Hastings St.
Featuring the Ivy Room

Ph. MU 4-4624
*760 Columbia St.
New Westminster
Ph. LA 1-2435

WESTERN SPORTING GOODS
"Point Grey's Largest
Fishing, Hunting, Skiing and
Athletic Suppliers"
3715 W. 10th Ave.
CA 4-5040
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Remember!

The

UNIVERSITY

FOOD

offers a complete low cost catering service throughout the campus

For your convenience the locations are:
FORT CAMP
ACADIA CAMP
INFIRMARY KITCHEN
at Westbrook

NEW MEN'S RESIDENCE
Common Block

BROCK HALL
(Snack Bar)

CAF
BUS STOP COFFEE BAR
GYM GAF
PONDEROSA
(Cafeteria)

THEA KOERNER GRADUATE STUDENTS CENTRE
Arrangements may also be made for:

TEAS, BANQUETS and RECEPTIONS
199

Fred S. Schiffer-FRPS.
Photographer

452 Seymour Street
Vancouver 2, B. C.

a very special
menswear shop
with a
suit for you

RICHARDS & FARISH LTD.
MH^Bdfifk

786 Granville Street
Phone 684-4819
Vancouver 2, B.C.
199

"CHINESE CUISINE AT ITS BEST"

Internationally known and acclaimed tops in
Chinese Cuisine, hospitable service and
exotic Oriental decor—truly a
Restaurant of Distinction
Reservations: M U 3-1935

155 E. Pender St.

A
FRIEND

you travel in good company
with

THE

•BANK

Banking today requires young men who can
serve the Bank's interests in many parts of the
world. There are problems to be met and
decisions to be made on the s p o t . . . rather than
from behind a desk miles away. At TorontoDominion we will, over the next few decades,
be vitally involved in Canada's great expansion.
If you are interested in a career that touches
every type of Canadian business . . . come
in and see us.

TORONTO-DOMINION

200

BANK

photograph: paul clartcy
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ARLBERG SPORT HAUS
"The Ski Hut"
B.C.'s Foremost Mountain Store

^^M_
CAMPING EQUIPMENT — OUTDOOR CLOTHING
SKI AND ALPINE EQUIPMENT — FREEZE DRY FOODS

816 WEST PENDER AT HOME STREET
VANCOUVER, B.C.
PHONE 682-4288

Complete Trustee Services

Vancouver
510 Burrard St.
and Park Royal
Victoria
727 Fort St.

* You realize a substantial saving because of
our direct importing from the diamond centres
of the world.

* Choose your diamond in the privacy of our
diamond room.

* A special discount to students.

FIRBANKS
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
Downtown and Brentwood Shopping Centre

202

National
Trust

UNIVERSITY
PHARMACY
J. and M. Burchill, B.S.P.
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

CA 4-3203
5754 University Blvd.
Vancouver 8, B.C.

Congratulations

W. A. Akhurst Machinery Company
Ltd.
Woodworking, Planing Mill, Sawmill
Plywood Equipment & Supplies
Associated Company

Upton Bradeen & James Limited
Machine Tools, Testing Equipment, Materials Handling
Equipment and Industrial Supplies
Phone TR 6-4191

2 1 5 West 2nd Ave.
Vancouver 10, B.C.

ARNOLD and QUIGLEY

Kefc GLoarh &hnp
Canada's Most Elegant Men's
MU 5-8154

Shop
540 Granville St.
Second Floor

203

advertiser's index
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Arlberg Ski Hut
Armed Forces
Arnold and Quigley
Bamboo Terrace
Bank of Montreal
Birks Jewellers

202
190
203
200
186
189

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
Clinton's Men's Wear
College Printers
Cunningham Drugs
Dairyland
Eatons
Firbanks Jewellers
General Paint —
Gestetner
Hudson's Bay
Jantzen of Canada
Jenkins Valves
Lions Den

193
194
194
184
182
180
202
189
189
183
197
185
192

Marty's Ladies Wear
Maison Lawrence Beauty Salon
Miller's Jewellers .—
_
Montreal Trust
Murphy Stationery
—
Murray Goldman
National Trust
_
O. B. Allan
Peter Van Dyke
_
Richards and Farish Men's Wear
Royal Trust
Standard Life
Thompson and Page
Toronto Dominion Bank
University Pharmacy ..._
U.B.C. Food Service
U.B.C. Thunderbird Winter Sports Centre
UJ3.C. Bookstore
W. A. Achurst
Western Sporting Gods
White Spot
Woodwards

194
200
194
194
196
197
202
184
184
199
196
188
196
200
203
198
184
191
203
197
194
187
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index
Administration
Advertising
AIESEC
_
Alpha Delta Phi
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Phi
Alpha Tau Omega
Amateur Radio Society
AMS office
Antigone
Archery
AWS

11
179
137
166
161
162
162
163
167
149
15
44
129
14

Badminton
Women's Badminton
Basketball
Women's Basketball
Bid Day
Men's Big Block
Bitter Ash
Beta Theta Pi
Blood Drive
Booster Club
Bowling
_

116
128
104
126
37
98
45
167
36
143
110

Cairn Ceremony
Camera Club
Campus Cavaliers
Campus Life
Caribbean Students
Chinese Varsity
Choral Society
Christian Science
COTC
Curling Club
Curling
Women's Curling
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-

_
„

-

26
150
146
17
135
136
148
152
140
139
110
125

CUS
Cycling

16
115

Dance Club
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Delta Phi Epsilon
Delta Gamma
_
Delta Upsilon
Diaz, Alirio
Douglas, Tommy

146
168
164
163
168
56
51

_
_

Editor's Message
Election
Explorations

208
34
65

Fencing
Fencing Club
Festival of the Arts
Field Hockey
_
Figure Skating
Film Society
_
Folk Song Society
Football
_
Frederick Wood Theatre Opening
French Canada Week
Frosh Orientation
Frosh Retreat
Fulton, Davie
Gamma Delta
Gamma Phi Beta
Getz, Stan
Grass Hockey
Greeks
Gymnastics
Women's Gymnastics
Golf
Women's Golf
Harvest Hop
Hillel House

_

114
142
60
119
125
150
148
100
28
_... 48
23
24
27
152
164
43
123
159
113
129
118
130
33
137

Hockey
Homecoming
Honourary Fraternity
Honourary Sorority

_

India Students' Association
Inter-Fraternity Executive
International House ..._

108
38
157
156
135
166
134

Jazz Society
Judo
Judo Club

147
114
142

_
_

Kappa Sigma
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Kappa Gamma

169
165
165

Leadership
Liberal Club
L'il Abner

_

30
138
58

Mardi Gras
Moods
Musical Society

174
52
147

Newman Club
N.D.P
Nisei Varsity

151
138
136

_

_

Organizations .

131

Pan Hellenic Executive
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Gamma Delta .....
Phi Kappa Sigma
Psi Upsilon
President Macdonald .
Publications

161
169
170
171
171
12
153

_

Queens
Radio Society
Ramblers

91
_

149
144

RCAF
„
Registration
_
Residences
Rhodes Scholar
Rugby

140
6
81
158
107

Sailing
Sailing Club
Salad Days
Screech Day
Skiing
_
Sigma Chi
Sigma Phi Delta
Soccer
Sports
Sports Car Club
Squash
Student Christian Movement
Student Council
Student Alumni Banquet
Student Court
Swimming
_
Women's Swimming

121
144
29
37
111
172
172
106
97
145
116
151
13
57
14
120
127

Teacup Game
Tennis
Women's Tennis
Women's Track
Traffic

46
117
128
124
20

_

United Nations Club
UNTD

139
140

V0C
Women's Volleyball
Volleyball

141
130
118

Weighdifting
Women's Sports
Wrestling
WUSC
Zeta Beta Tau
Zeta Psi

_

112
122
112
16
173
173
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Another year and another Totem—
as a matter of fact, another two.
And another editor's message.

This book is the product of a year's
& involvement by fifteen people —
3 a legitimate or illegitimate love affair, depending on your point of
O view.
The result of layout done at
midnight to the thumping of Beet0) hoven or Joan Baez or Dave Brubeck or Lenny Bruce. Imported pizza
$
at 2 a.m., chocolate on the layout
mats, and coke on the photographs.
Deadlines missed and met in between ski trips by harried photographers and staff members. Frequent
rantings by such as myself. Misplaced photographs, last minute
prints and more frustration than
could be conveniently stuffed into
two wastepaper baskets. The result
is an extension of the attempt to rerelate the concept of a yearbook to
a year of university life. The book
has been split to accommodate the
diversity of interests on campus.
This section is destined to become
a campus life magazine—fewer smil-

ing faces, more pictures, more feeling. In short, something meaningful.
Putting out a book like this is a
hell of a job, and I can only thank
anyone and everyone who had a part
in it. To frustrated photographers
with contrasty prints. To sympathetic publishers who were driven close
to the brink. To the layout staff,
copy writers, and typists who sacrificed a large measure of their sanity
to produce a book in time. To anyone who forgave when the word
"deadline!" meant missed dates, or
lectures, or assignments, or ski trips.
And particularly to the camera club
members who couldn't escape being
locked in our darkroom and hearing
"print!" screamed at them through
several layers of wall.
The book is the result of a conviction that a yearbook can be worth
having. Love it, hate it, scream at
it, build soap boxes to display it,
but before expending the energy,
read it.
scott mcintyre

K A N S A S CITY 6 ,
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